Oak Fellow speaks about
human rights in Philippines
By CHELSEA EAKIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Last week Joan Carling, the 2006
Oak Fellow, gave a presentation on
her experiences as a human rights
activist
in
the
Philippines Her talk ,
entitled "Dangerous
journey: Tales of an
Indi genous Activist ,"
attracted students, faculty, and members of
the Waterville community.
An
indigenous
Filipino
from the
Kankanaey tribe of the
Northern Cordillera
region , Carling is one
of
the
foremost
Philippine
activists
working on indigenous
people 's rights in the country. She is
currently the Chairperson for the
Cordillera People 's Alliance (CPA), a
grassroots organization formed in
1984 after the successful opposition of

twelve years.
In the Cordillera region of the
Philippines there live 1.5 million people, 85 percent of which are indigenous people known collectively as
Igorot, a name given to them by the
Spanish colonizers meaning people of
the mountain, ine
literacy rate in the
region is far less
compared to the
national level and
there are higher
incidents
of
poverty and lack
of social services.
Carling noted that
70 percent of people in the region
have no electriciJoan Carling ty, 50 percent
have no access to
2006 Oak Fellow
roads , and more
than 50 percent
have no water distribution system in
their houses. "It's as bad as it can get,"
Carling said.
Carling spoke about how the
Cordillera region is rich in natural
resources and sought-after by multinational corporations and government
officials who want to expropriate
those resources. Much of Carting 's
work is focused on preventing dam
and mining projects that would not
only affect indigenous cultures, but
the land on which they rely for their
livelihood. She spoke about how
efforts to stop the construction of the
Chico Dams brought various indigenous tribes together to work toward
the common purpose of preserving
their communities. "The people of the
Cordillera showed the World Bank
that they cannot simply ignore the
issue of ancestral land rights and self
determination for indigenous peoples," Carling said. The World Bank
pulled out of the project and declared
a moratorium for supporting large
dams in the Philippines, as well as
began drafting policies on indigenous
peoples.
Carling spoke about the difficulty
grassroots communities face with
regard to coming out with intelligent
commentary about projects because
they are seen as illiterate and uneducated. Many indigenous peoples spoke
out against the proposed San Roque
Dam, which would have displaced
more than 700 families. "When the
people were saying that they opposed
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the Cordillera people against the construction of the World Bank-funded
Chico Dams, a project which would
have displaced more than 100,000
indigenous peoples. She has been
working with the organization , which
strives to build solidarity between different groups to advance recognition
of indigenous people 's rights, for
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Colby held the undefeated Panthers scoreless in the f irst half but allowed two late goals to f a l l to 2-0.

College committee decides SAT to stay
By EMILY WARMINGTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In recent years, several institutionssuch as Bates College and Bowdoin
College-have decided to do away with
policies requiring applicants to submit
SAT, ACT or SAT II test scores.
According to Steve Thomas, director
of Admissions, because of this trend
appearing in colleges nationally, and
specifically in Colby 's overlap schools
President William D. Adams created a
committee last year to take a good
look at the College's SAT requirement.
Many schools are doing away with
the SAT because, from an admissions
standpoint, Thomas explained, "people are dissuaded from applying based
on the average scores," which they can
see published in any of the dozens of
college search guide books. "It 's really kind of crazy that these rankings
drive so much of the decision making," Thomas added. Eliminating the
test requirement is a fool-proof way to
increase your applicant pool.
The committee recently announced
that the College will not join those
institutions and the SAT is here to stay.
So why has the College decided to
continue to require test scores from its
applicants? "What happens in admissions," Thomas explained , "is you

make your decisions based on the
information you 're given... If we didn 't have the SAT we would adapt. "
But the College does have the SAT,
and therefore is does get counted into

It 's really kind
of crazy that
these rankings
drive so much
of the decision
making.
Steve Thomas

Director of Admissions

some parts of the admission process.
Thomas insists however that the SAT
is always used in relation to a prospective student 's other information. The
SAT obviously cannot tell you everything about a student. Other admissions factors such as GPA, class
schedule, and extracurricular activities, arc used concurrently to evaluate
how that student will fit into the oncampus environment. Thomas does
note however that , in the case of
Colby students, there is a very reliable
correlation between their SAT scores

and GPA here.
All that being said, it still seems
obvious to most that the process of
college entrance exams is a flawed
system. This seems mostly to have to
do with the fact that, as Thomas put it ,
"The College Board has, kind of, a
stranglehold on the college entrance
exam," the College Board of course
being the corporation that owns the
SAT, the SAT II subject tests, and the
AP tests. The only alternative currently seems to be the ACT, a test that
Colby does accept in place of the SAT.
The decision to uphold the college 's
test requirement will stand for the next
three years at which time it will come
under evaluation again, a good sign
the College really is conscious and
cautious of what is happening on the
national college landscape. The SAT
may not be a perfect system but it
seems that when all the pros and cons
have been laid out, it is still the most
effective way to conduct college
admissions. Finally Thomas did give
me one very true piece of advice
regarding the SAT. "If you wanted to
be a billionaire right now, you would
come up with a new college entrance
test that measures effort, character,
and academic ability. " Until that happens however, it looks like future students are doing it the old fashioned
way.

On Monday Sept 25 , after fair
warning via e-mail . Information
Technology Services implemented a
Network Access Control system
requiring the College community to
register their computers for internet
use. ITS is using the system to ensure
that network users are equipped with
anti-virus software , but students have
voiced concern over the Network
Access Control's other capabilities
that could be used to closely monitor
activity.
"This software ties your internet
activity to your MAC (media access
control) address , meaning Colby will
be keeping tabs on your browsing
habits. Goodbye, privacy," wrote John
Campbell '08 in a post on the electronic Digest of Civil Discourse shortly
after
the
new
system's
implementation. Campbell also started
a group on thefacebook.com for students opposed to the new NAC. At
press time the group had 71 students
enrolled.
Director of ITS Raymond Phillips
responded to Campbell's digest post
with a post of his own. "I am glad to

New business aims to cleanup campus with laundry serivce
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

As roommates their first-year on
campus, Bryan Solar '08 and Alex
Russell '08 never were good at doing
their laundry. "Freshmen year we each
did laundry three hmes-onee successfull y. We were using Downy, which at
the end of the yem we found out was a
fabric softener , not a detergent ," Solar
said in a recent interview.
So when their friend Mike King '08
suggested they take their laundry to a
local Laundromat their sophomore
year, they jumped at the opportunity.
After they realized how easy and
cheap it was for them to do their laundry at the Highlander Laundromat in
downtown Waterville, they began taking friends ' laundry with them. "We
were shocked that more kids weren 't
doing it ," Russell said.
The three began to toy with the idea
of starting a business, and the three

friends approached the owners of the
Laundromat about the possibility of a
partnership. Over dinner one night at
the Last Unicorn, the deal was made.
"We presented a business plan and
strategy, showed them how serious we
were, and they saw a chance to make a
lot of money. We saw it as an opportunity to get our beaks wet in business,"
Solar said , "And wet they are,"
Russell added.
"The moment we knew we were on
to something was in an administrative
science class last spring, when we
asked the question, 'If there was a
laundry service would you use it?' 37
out of 38 students raised their hands,"
King said. Also, they were encouraged
by the fact that many parents ask about
laundry services.
They went on to form Lazy Mule
Laundry, and completed a trial run of
their business-which includes pick-up
and drop-off-and were able to fix
some problems even before they officially opened up for business. At that
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time they realized they needed a good
labeling system and their own laundry
bags that each customer would purchase. Highlander provides them with
a trailer to transport the laundry, and

We saw [the
laundry service]
as an opportunity to get our
beaks wet in
business.
Bryan Solar '08

Co-founder, Lazy Mule Laundry

cleans all the clothing professionally.
Depending on what residence hall students live in, the laundry is picked up
outside of rooms at 6 p.m. on either

Wednesday or Thursday, and returned
the following day.
To sign-up, students must fill out
their credit card information online-at
www . l a z y m u l c laundry, corn-onl y
Highlander sees this information, as
they are the only ones with access to
the secure site. The service costs
$0.75/pound of laundry and according
to King, the cost is not much greater
than using machines on campus. "The
average student pays about $2.50 per
laundry pickup in addition to what
they would have paid if they had done
it themselves. And for that $2.50 you
get door-to-door pickup and delivery,
the clothes professionally washed and
folded, and any collared shirts arc
placed on hangers," all within 24
hours. "Whenever we did do our own
laundry on campus, it was down there
for weeks on end, 24 hours was our
best run," Solar added.
So far about 25-40 students have
signed up, and the numbers to steadily
increase, as they have all year. "So far

Find out what
made this bear so
sick in the beer
review on Page 7.

Get diet tips from
Carolina Sicard
'07 on Page 5.
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everyone that has used the service has
loved it, and they spread the word,
doing the advertising for us," Solar
said, adding that each week more people sign up than the previous one. "For
the cost of what it takes to go to Colby,
peop le should be spending their time
studying, not doing laundry," King
said.
King, Solar and Russell will receive
four credit hours for the business,
counting as independent study in
administrative science (AD 491).
"Probably the course credit in learning
how to do this will be bigger pay out
than the profit ," Solar said. "We put
more time into [the business] than any
other class," Russell added.
The entrepreneurs made it clear that
they have no part in the laundry
process. "We couldn 't do the laundry
if we wanted to, we wouldn 't know
where to begin. We leave that to the
people who actually know the difference between fabric softener and
detergent," Solar mused.
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SGA names new
parliamentarian
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Presidents ' Council unanimously voted to approve the appointment of Jeffrey Mullins '08 to the
position of parliamentarian. Mullins
previously served as dorm president of
Perkins-Wilson residence hall and cochair of the Pugh Community Board.
Currently, he also sits on the College
Affairs Committee.
"I am very excited for another
opportunity to work with Presidents '
Council again. I believe that this
year 's group that will get a lot done for
the College," Mullins said. "Living off
campus this year prohibited me from
running for dorm president , it 's a great
chance to get back into student government."
Student Government Association
President Tom Testo '07 appointed
Mullins before Sunday 's meeting and
Leonard Residence Hall President
Sam Hoff '09 wrote the motion
approving the move.
Last year, Mullins ' involvement in
the residential life working group of
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Jeffrey Mullins '08
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LETTERS
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Subscribe to the Echoi
For $45 you will receive a weekly
subscription to Colby's paper of
record since 1877. Read about
sports, campus news and student opinions and stay in touch.

Support student journalism.

OAK FELLOW: Discussingthreats to indigenouscommunities
ument the faces of human rights viola*
lions. She has provided legal assistance and support to victims who have
this dam because of its environmental been illegally arrested, detained, and
impact. .Nobody wanted to believe it many of them tortured. Before she
because they think these poor people began working with the CPA, Carling
are uneducated, they are not scientific , was invited to be a resource speaker at
they arc just making it up because they a conference to share the situation of
are simply anti-development," Carling militarization and ethnocide. The conference was raided and
said. The CPA
all sixteen participants
reached out to the
international comwere arrested and
taken to a military
munity for support
camp to be investigatand only once
ed one by one. "My
expert scientists
whole world collapsed
conducted research
that moment when I
and validated what
saw myself behind
the
indigenous
bars," Carling said.
people were saying
"That
experience
all along
was
something done to
made me an even
halt the project.
stronger
advocate
for
Joan Catling
Carling began
human
rights...I
2006 Oak Fellow
working as an
gained a strong, solid
foundation to be a
activist during a
time when the president had declared a human rights advocate to ensure that
total war policy against the insurgency everyone is free." It was after this
and categorized the Cordillera region experience that Carling joined the
as the hotbed of insurgents. Thousands CPA.
of military units were deployed to the
When she returns to the Philippines
region and began bombing and burn- in December, Carling will continue her
ing communities. "I cannot forget the work as a human rights activist. "I'm
expression in the faces of the commu- ready to take the same risk...I don 't
nity - the anguish, the despair, the think I can have a peace of mind withhelplessness, the trauma - especially out continuing my work and being
among the children," Carling said. It with my colleagues and the people I
was moments like this that inspired serve" Carling said. "You can kill an
Carling to dedicate her life to human activist but not a movement, and you
rights.
can kill a singer but not a song...as this
Throughout her career as an kind of oppression and discrimination
activist, many of Carling's colleagues takes place others will always rise up
have been killed and her own life has to respond to the situation and I hope
been threatened numerous times. She that will be the kind of response I also
has risked her life in order to go into get from here."
battlefields, talk with people, and docContinued From Page t

You can kill an
activist but not
a movement,
and you can kill
a singer but not
a song...

ITS: Monitoringcapabilitieswillnotbe used

in place that purges the logs after a
few weeks.
In fact , computers connected to the
see that John Campbell...is interested College's network even have more
in and concerned about privacy on the privacy than they would if they connetwork and is attempting to draw nected to the internet individually.
others' attertion to it ," Raymond "I'm very concerned about what hapwrote, "[but] Mr. Campbell is in error pens outside of our network," Phillips
when he concludes that this software said about federal legislation such as
in the residential life working group, I means the end of privacy at Colby."
the Communication Assistance for
know he will do a great job as parliaPhillips spoke at a Student Law Enforcement Act and Patriot Act,
mentarian. 1 know he is really Government Association Presidents' which allow the type of monitoring
involved, and he will go above and Council meeting last
students
like
beyond being parliamentarian, and get Sunday night and
Campbell fear. "Are
involved with the executive board," said that the NAC
there vulnerabilities
2005-06 SGA Parliamentarian Zach does indeed have
to your right to priRussem "06 said when contacted for the capability to
vacy? Of course
comment.
monitor activity but
there are. Anytime
"I*m happy to have him on board, the ITS code of
you have a commuand happy to have a complete execu- ethics prohibits the
nication off campus,
tive board family," Testo said.
use of such funcassume that it will be
Also at the meeting, PC approved tionality.
"You
recorded."
Testo s other appointments to fill ought to be con
Three years ago,
vacancies, including: Nate Bangura cerned with softthe lack of a network
'lOand Sakshi Balani '10 to the posi- ware like this," he
with standardized
tion of Class of 2010 representatives, said, "but the ethics
antivirus software
Ivan Obarksi Lopez '09 to Colby code of ITS on camgave ITS a serious
Gardens representative, Brian Kupke pus leads us to not
headache as the year
'09 to Woodman residence hall presi- use this software in
began.
Students
dent and Hannah Pajolek '09 to such an intrusive
arrived on campus
Williams residence hall president. way. We didn't and
and as they connect"We had a great number of enthusias- can't do that."
Raymond Phillips ed to the network, a
tic and well qualified applicants, and
The policy states
virus spread quickly
Director. ITS
I'm sorry we can't make room for that "network and
among unprotected
everybody, but I think these appoint- system administracomputers. "It was a
ments are all going to do a great job," tors are expected to treat the contents very difficult time but it was not insurTesto said. He added that he sent out a of electronic files and network com- mountable, and it wasn't a worse case
few questions to answer to interested munications as private and confiden- scenario," said Phillips in an interstudents, and interviewed or spoke tial." ITS does maintain logs of where view. "We've been concerned for
with each applicant, mimicking the e-mail is routed, but the content of years that we could get a much worse
process he set out on last spring to fill messages is never monitored, accord- virus that would infect comps without
vacancies.
ing to Phillips. There is even a system critical updates."
Continued From Page 1

PARLIAMENTARIAN:Newappointeeto assume
responsibilities
on executiveboardandPC
Continued From Page 1
the PC enabled him to research possibly policy changes for room capacity
and party registration-both issues he
would like to address further this
upcoming year.
Testo spoke with a few people
around campus who had expressed
interest, and said that Mullins had
expressed a lot of interest last year,
"once I began talking to him this year
he really seemed like the natural
choice," Testo added.
The parliamentarian is responsible
for running pc meetings and is the
authority on procedure. It is his job to
make sure meetings run smoothly and
each speaker's voice is heard. He will
also run one of the SGA working
groups comprised of PC members.
Following the approval of the
appointment in the middle of last
Sunday's meeting, Mullins assumed
the position and ran the remainder of
the meeting. "Its an incredibly difficult thing to jump in and run your first
meeting without any prior experience
at that position, and he did a marvelous job," Testo said.
"After working with him last year

Are there vulnerabilities to
your right to
privacy? Of
course there
are. Anytime
you have communication off
campus, assume
that it will be
recorded.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
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Joan Carling speaks about her experiences as a human rights activist

Who 's Who

Chris Appel '07
By VICTORIA GONZALEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Chris Appel is one of the most
involved students on campus, and if
you have not met him it is probably
because he is running around campus doing four activities while balancing a Government major and an
Economics minor. A soon-to-be
graduate (in three semesters), Appel
has done it all. When asked how he
balances so many activities with
such a tough course schedule, he
jokes, "I don't watch TV".
Although he does not watch television, Appel is on
Fox 23 every other
week
debating
against Republicans
and talking about
youth politics in
Maine. Appel discovered early in college
that his passion was
government. He has
been involved with
the Colby Democrats,
a club with a mailing
list of about 500 students, since his firstyear; he was treasurer
last year, and is the
president this year.
He has participated in
the Colby Debate
Society since his
sophomore year, when he also
served as the Class of 2007
Representative to the Student
Government Association. Appel also
works in admissions selling the
College as a tour guide and lobby
house and serves on the Financial
Aid/Admissions
Committee.
Athletically, Christopher runs cross
country, though "not very swiftly,"
according to him.
A Maryland native, Appel took a
semester off in the fall of 2004 to
work on the Kerry presidential campaign In Arkansas, and spent last fall
abroad in Madrid, where he saw the
Olympics in Turin.
His advice to first-years, and in
general to Colby students is, "Take
advantage of diamonds in the rough.

like the Goldfarb Center [for Public
Affairs and Civic Engagement), take
your professors out to lunch, get to
know them, it makes a big a difference." Appel himself has gotten to
know the Government department
very welt , praising the department
on phenomenal professors, and the
unique experiences the department
offers in terms of internships and
connections.
When it came down to the decision of which college to attend,
Appel had to decide between Colby
and Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore. Appel eventually chose
Waterville because he loves New
England
and
wanted to leave
the mid-Atlantic.
Despite the fact
that Appel has
traveled abroad,
worked on the
Kerry campaign,
run cross-country consistently,
traveled
to
debate conferences and participated in TV
debates, Appel
says the best
Chris Appel experience he's
had at Colby was
Class of 2007
attending
the
B o w d o i n
College v. Colby
football game last year in
Brunswick. "Their football field is
surrounded by trees, and it's so cool
you have all the Colby alumni come
up from Boston , and all the
Bowdoin alumni on two separate
ends, it's one of the oldest football
games in the country, it's a great
time, we just dominated Bowdoin."
He recommends that all students,
regardless of their tastes or interests,
get involved with the school events,
especially sporting events like the
Colby v. Bowdoin game. Appel has
taken advantage of the Colby education, and the opportunities offered
on Mayflower Hill, while contributing to the school himself.

Take advantage
of diamonds in
the rough, like
the Goldfarb
Center, take
your professors
out to lunch... it
makes a big difference.

ChriS Appel 07
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US. News launches college news blog
By CHELSEA EAKIN
FEATURES EDITOR

On Sept. 8th U.S. News & World
Report launched the Paper Trail
(http://www.usnews.com/papertrail),
a new college news blog. The website
is a daily compilation of top news stories from college newspapers around
the country.
The blog is part of the Student
Center, a website managed by U.S.
News & World Report , which is
geared toward college students and
college applicants. It includes a weekly advice column, admissions tips,
college polls, interviews with celebrities about their college experiences
and a directory of schools and universities nationwide. Elizabeth Green, an
Education Writer for the magazine,
explained that the Paper Trail would
be a good way to expand coverage of
college campuses-to listen to people
actually reporting from on campus.
"When looking for a college we
now don 't just have rankings, we also
have portraits of those colleges written by kids who attend them," Green
said in a phone conversation. "We
now have news about schools not just
numbers about schools."
Green has taken on the task of managing the Paper Trail website and each
morning combs college newspaper
websites for top stories to post on the
blog. "I open approximately as many

tabs as can fill my Firefox browser
and then I open several more windows," Green said. "I can't go to
every college but 1 can go to every
sing le college website. " She links
pieces of interest to the blog with a
brief article summary. College 's big
and small, private and public , arc all
searched. Green noted that most of the

When looking
for a college we
now don't just
have rankings,
we also have
portraits of
those colleges
written by kids
who attend
them.
Elizabeth Green

Education Writer. U.S. News &
World Report

college 's she searches regularly are
those with a daily newspaper
However, she does look at some
weekly newspapers that maintain
websites that are updated in a timely
manner.
A press release sent out by U.S

News & World Report quoted Editor
Brian Duffy as saying "The Paper
Trail is geared toward college students
and higher education professionals
who want to keep tabs on major happenings and trends at campuses
nationwide...college-aged readers are
an important and growing audience
for the magazine. The Paper Trail provides news that directly pertains to
this group 's life and interests."
Green said that current themes
throug hout
college
newspapers
include articles on Greek life as the
rush process is taking place, football
coverage and commentary on big
events in higher education such as
Harvard's choice to end their early
admission option. Also, Green laughs,
"1 think almost every paper I read that
regularl y covers news regularly covers the Facebook too."
Some issues are more visible in college newspapers than in the national
media. Green noted that one topic
which has been less visible in national
media but captured across colleges is
the congressional budget cuts in science research funding and how that
has played out on college campuses.
The Paper Trail is still in its early
stages, but U.S. News & World
Reports hopes that it will attract a
large audience and provide college
students and prospective college students with more insight into college
life.

Strong words, strong women
By HILLARY SMITH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"1000 books cannot define the pain
of a mother losing a child." The words
of Marjorie Agosin echo her mission
to give the suffering women of Chile a
voice. "Poetry speaks about what cannot be said." Agosin, a Spanish professor at Wellesley College, has
published eighteen books of poetry,
four memoirs, three books of fiction
and twelve anthologies promoting
Latin American women 's writing.
Amongst others, Agosin has received
two high honors in Latin American
Literature: the Letrasde Oro Prize for
Poetry, and the Latino Literature prize.
She is using her poems to tell the stones of those who are unable.

Nothing is more
powerful and
beautiful than
the human
voice.

On a personal level, the lives of
Agosin and her family reflect much
oppression and suffering. Her Jewish
grandparents fled the Holocaust for
Chile in 1939, and consequently her
parents escaped Pinochet 's Chile for
the United States at the end of 1972.
Agosin was 16 when she came to the
United States , and started writing
about what she wanted others to sec
and know.
Agosin began by speaking about
her experience working with young
women in Juarez. Living with those
women, and hearing their stories gave
her inspiration to write for social justice. She believes that a poet does not
choose what they write about , the subject comes to them and the greatest
poetry of all is written about life under
adversity.
When talking about her work ,
Agosin stated that making their suffer-

ing public was one of the greatest
accomp lishments of Latin American
women; "Nothing is more powerful
and beautiful than the human voice."
With so many stifled female voices in
Juarez, power and strength comes with
difficulty. Women in Juarez became
activists in spite of living in a dictatorship, and for this, they are greatly
applauded.
Agosin related her own work to that
of Russian poet Anna Achmatova,
whose poetry described the victims of
Stalin's terror. It is surprising how
much social change a simple collection of words can bring about.
In closing, Agosin stressed her
intolerance for indifference and apathy, and called upon all to use their
words and voices to make even the
smallest change in the world.

Some interesting events for this weekend
Friday, October 6, 2006
3:00 p.m.
Open House for WMHB Radio Station and The Colby Echo
WMHB lobby, Roberts Building
3:00-4:00 p.m.
What I Know Now and Wish I Had Known Then
A panel discussion with Colby upper-classstudents m al parents, for first-year studenfe» ai _J -amities
Room 1, F.W. Olin Science Center
4:00 p.m.
Meet the New Dean
James S. Terhune is Colby's new vice president for student affairs and dean of students. Please
join Jim and his staff at a reception and meet the deans from the Dean of Students Office
Lobby, Colby College Museum of Art
4:00 p.m.
Revolution and Counter-Revolution on the Northern Borderland, 1775-1815
Pulitzer Prize-winner Alan S. Taylor '77
Sponsored by the History Department
Given Auditorium, Bixler Art and Music Center
5:30-8:00 p.m.
Lud y '21 and Pacy Levine "21 Memorial Reception and C Club Dinner
Parents and alumni welcome
Page Commons Room, Cotter Union.
Tickets must be purchased in advance, adults $30, current Colby students $24.
6:00 p.m.
The Early Show, First A Cappella Concert
Waterville Opera House, downtown Waterville
Tickets must be purchased in advance, $2.
8:30 p.m.
SOLD OUT
The Late Show, Second A Cappella Concert
Waterville Opera House, downtown Waterville
Tickets must be purchased in advance, $2.

Saturday, October 7, 2006

Please see the sports section for a foil schedule of the day s matches and exhibitions.
9:00-9:45 a.m.
President's Reception for Alumni, Parents, Faculty, and Students
Complementary continental breakfast
Lobby, Colby College Museum of Art
9:45-10:30 a.m.
State of the College Conversation with President William D. Adams
All welcome
Given Auditorium, Bixler Art and Music Center
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Colby Craft Fair
One of Maine's finest, featuring displays of more than 85 crafters
Field House, Harold Alfond Athletic Center
11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
SOLD OUT
Family Homecoming Weekend Oktoberfest BBQ
Tent behind Roberts Building, Rain location: Page Commons Room, Cotter Union
Tickets must be purchased in advance ($15).
11:45 a.m.-l 2:30 p.m.
A Mayflower Hill Conversation
Colby Dean Emeritus and College Historian Earl Smith will read from his just-released book
Mayflower Hill, a History of Colby College, and answer questions. Earl will be available to sign
books at the end of the presentation
Room 105, Keyes Science Building

Marjorie Agosin
Spanish Professor, Wellesley
College

Sponsored
by
Amnesty
International , Latin American Studies,
the Oak Institute for Human Rights
and Women's Gender and Sexuality
Studies , the event took place on
Thursday, Sept. 28 in Lovejoy 100.
Agosin came to speak on campus during a very unique and special timeAmnesty International' s "Banned
Book Week." This occurs at the end of
September
when
Amnesty
International directs attention to
banned books and writers. Agosin is
very passionate about this concept,
and in her own words, "When you are
holding a book, you are holding a
life."

Welcome parents!

12:45-1:30 p.m.
Memory and the Aging Brain
Room 1, F. W. Olin Science Center
2:00 p.m.
Tour of the Colby College Museum of Art
Sharon Corwin, Carolyn Muzzy Director of the Colby College Museum of Art
Tour begins in the lobby of the Colby College Museum of Art

CHARLOTTE CUTTIR/THE CtXBY ECHO

MarjorieAgosinspeaksabout the importance of writingduringBanned Book Week.

The Echo wants you!
Interested in being an editor?
Webmaster?
We will be hiring assistants in the
Sports, A&E and Photos departments
this fall.
Pick up an application by e-mailing
echo@colby.edu. Applications are due
Oct. 20.
Apply now!

3:004:00 p.m.
(or following the football game)
Alumni, Faculty, Senior Class, and Senior Parents Reception
The Alumni Relations Office and the Alumni Council invite all alumni, faculty, and membersof
the Class of 2007 and their parents to a reception with complimentary refreshments and door prizes
Reunite with friends and join in welcoming Colby's next alumni-the Class of '07.
Roberts Dining Hall
6:00 p.m.
Jazz Band Performance
Conducted by Eric Thomas, director of band activities
Given Auditorium, Bixler Art and Music Center

Sunday, October 8, 2006

10:00-11:30 am.
GLBTIQ Brunch (gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, transexual, intersex, and queer)
All Welcome
Pugh Center, Cotter Union
Pay $9 at the door.

For a f ull schedule please go to
the Colby website at
www.colby.edu

EDITORIAL
The extreme importance
of an Echo subscri ption
Parents, subscribing to the Echo is more than just keeping track of the
lives of Dick '07 and Jane * 10. There are serious consequences at stake other
than supporting the noble cause of student journalism Private institutions
such as this one are at the forefront of academic progress, and if word of the
revolutions in pedagogical methodologies that occur here never reaches
even those most evidently invested, then we have major cause for concern.
In short, if you do not subscribe to the Echo, the terrorists have won.
We are talking about the first amendment here. What good is freedom of
the press if the press cannot afford Co print? The very fabric of our democracy depends upon the ability of the common people to make well informed
decisions about their lives. Those opposed to our way of life, Libertyand pursuit of happiness are licking their chops looking at the state of print media
in this country, and some of them ere closer than we would like to think.
Newspapers like the Echo are defenders of journalistic integrity in a way
that the increasingly popular blogosphere and cable news networks can
never be. As we gradually become television-gaping, mternet-roarning
automatons, we quickly approach the type of monoculture that the violent
radicals would want for us.
The logic looks something like this. Step One: You (wrongly)choose not
to subscribe to the Echo. Step Two: Without student journalism as an outlet,
intellectual discourse and information sharing are lost in the bowels of
humanity Step Three: Radical thought prospers and revolutionary action
takes hold, spiraling in a nonstop cycle of doom. Kittens are systematically
slaughtered, baby seals are clubbed in the streets and small children are sacrificed to ancient Mayan gods. Step Four Chaos reigns. Westernsociety, as
we know it , completely collapses. Equatorial Guinea becomes the new
world hegemonic superpower and countries as diverse as Sweden and El
Salvador are captured by Laguna Beach-worshipping anarchists. Step Five:
Everything Echo hater Osama bin Laden ever wanted has materialized as
reality.The academic quad is converted into a terrorist training camp obstacle course. Echo editors are seen jumping through flaming hula-hoops,
rolling around in alpaca feces, getting high everyday and doing our dishes in
the bathtub.
True, the Echo can be a powerful parenting tooL Our weekly Incident
Report Log is especially popular among moms and dads who want to know
if their demon seed has been riding College property motorcycles through
illegally propped doors running over drug-violating disk jockeys all while
holding an open container.
It has been scientifically proven that for every new subscription the Echo
receives for the 2006-2007 academic year, a different cuddly, cute animal
will be taken off the endangered species List Additionally, several studies,
from accredited and esteemed institutions like Bowdoin and Bates, have
concluded that reading the Echo increases sexual potency tenfold.
Subscribe to the Echo. Either you're with us, or you're with them.
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Milwaukee 's Best Light

18 Packs
$6.99 + tax

Busch Ice only

30 Packs
$11.99 + tax

Cocktails by Jenn

4 packs
$15.99 + tax
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By C.W. Bassett

EVERYONE LOVES A
JERSEY GIRL

By SUZANNE MERKELSON
Last Sunday was supposed to be the
day I ran my first marathon. I'd been
planning on running those esteemed
26.2 miles since joining the crosscountry team during my first year of
high school. Last spring, bored with
the elliptical and missing training with
a purpose, 1 decided I would run the
Maine Marathon in Portland on
October 1 (along with many other
Colbsters-congrats to them).
But then life got in the way. My job
this summer required me to work 22
hours a day-marathon training meant
waking up before the sun rose to
dodge bison and rattle snakes and
woman-eating deer while running
with a headlamp down a dirt road on
the edge of a canyon. I was constantly
tired and running changed from a destressor into the one thing that really
made me anxious. 1 couldn 't finish my
20-mile training run during the first
week back at school-there was no way
my body or my psyche could handle
six more miles.

°P*-'n Sun "Wed utUu 9 p m . , Thins.
un"' 10 P m • Fn & Sat unt '' m 'dnig ht
We now have the largest selection of domestic
and impon beers in Central Maine

873-6228

^ JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
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-52 Front St., Waterville, ME

So I (reluctantly, disappointedly,
begrudgingly, temper-tantrumly) decided to run the half-marathon instead. I
was so angry with mysclf-I felt like I
was wimping out, like I was unworthy
of being called a "runner " When \ say 1
am going to do something, I always do
it. Not fulfilling my original goal made
me feel like a failure.

I've realized that
it's okay that I
want to do so
much, but it
doesn't always
have to be quite
so masochistic.
I downplayed the entire event ,
telling my friends not to come watch,
feeling only maybe the slightest hint
of excitement approaching race-day. I
started the race at 7:45 in the morning
and finished about an hour and SO
minutes later...and every one of those
minutes was, well , fun.
With each step, I felt energized
and in rhythm with my body. I
exchanged high-fives with spectators and cheered on other participants. I finished the race with a
smile on my face and a second-place
finish for my age group. Maybe I

only ran half a marathon, but actually enjoying it felt a lot better than
the pain and desire to be stampeded
by a herd of runners, that I assume
would have accompanied my running the whole marathon.
I' m an overachiever. I try to be different, I try to chill out and relax, but
in the end, I always expect more from
myself. In high school, this meant getting good grades and pushing myself
in sports and exrracurriculars. Now,
with a clearer view of my future
beyond getting into a good college, my
goals have expanded. Convinced that I
need to take advantage of my time at
Colby-as well as the tuition, I (and I' m
not trying to brag, it seems everyone at
Colby suffers from overachiever 's
syndrome) take five classes, work two
jobs, participate in a few clubs, and
attempt to have a social life. I've realized that it's okay that I want to do so
much, but it doesn 't always necessarily have to be quite so masochistic. It 's
one thing to take advantage of my
opportunities, but it 's another to drive
myself insane in the process.
I'll run the marathon eventually.
Maybe next year, maybe in another
ten. And I'll fulfill the rest of my
goals-traveling the world, becoming
multilingual , volunteering, learning
how to scuba dive, understanding the
point and appeal of Die-but I don 't
have to do any of that today. When the
time is right, it'll all work out.
And half-marathoning it wasn't terrible at all. I still got a sweet medal at
the finish line.

No on TABOR: For the sake of Maine
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Half -assing it: Stayingin the comf ort I A medley of oddities
zone and not going the extra 13.1 I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

By JACK DRURV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Remember back when you were a
little kid and everybody was trying
to get people to join the PEN 15
club? Then remember how when
you saw your first friend fall for it
you were really happy you didn 't
"join"? Now imagine if joining the
PEN 15 involved completel y
destroying your entire state's infrastructure and ability to function.
Well that 's sort of what will happen
if the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights
(TABOR) is passed. Fortunately,
you 're a hip kid and you won 't fall
for it like your friends in Colorado,
who passed the same bill in 1992.
At first glance, TABOR seems like
a really good idea. TABOR claims to
provide a solution to Maine 's very
high (percentage-wise) government
tax rate by capping spending at its
current rate and only allowing
increases to account for population
growth and inflation. However, I fail
to see how capping the taxes at their
already currently hi gh rate is going to
solve the high tax rate problem. Plus ,
as any professor can tell you, the bill
is simply bad economics. Inflation is
based on the consumer price index ,
which is based on the kinds of stuff

you and 1 buy. A pair of new kicks,
books, even bigger purchases like a
new car or house. But, the thing is,
the government doesn't just buy a car.
The government spends on things like
road
construction ,
healthcare,
schools , firefighters , etc. and the
prices for these things change at a
very different rate than inflation.
When the price of ambulance equipment or road salt goes up and the only
way we can afford more is by unnecessarily spending tax money on an
election that may or may not work,
we're out of luck.

...get out on
November 7 and
vote against
this awful bill.
Don't let Maine
become the second kid to join
the club.
Besides the bad economics,
TABOR is undemocratic. As a onesize-fits-all solution , TABOR takes
power away from local communities
and puts it in the hands of an already
gridlocked Augusta. Last time I
checked, the point of tax cuts was to
reduce the size of government By
moving the duties of small local governments to the state , aren 't we
increasing the size of government?

Right now I can choose to pay the
money to live in an expensive city like
Portland with good schools and good
services, or I can choose to move out
to Township 24 in the boondocks and
pay almost nothing. If TABOR is
passed, we all lose this right.
Finally, TABOR has already failed,
horribly. In the state of Colorado,
where it was passed in 1992, the entire
school system was effectively
destroyed. Student tuition was up 16
percent, kids in some schools had to
wear their mittens and jackets to class
because there wasn't heat, schools had
to suspend child immunization
requirements because the state couldn 't provide shots, and the state skyrocketed to having the highest teen
suicide rate in the nation because of
the drastic cuts in mental health programs. It got so bad that Colorado was
even considering selling its public
universities. Colorado University,
with 31,068 students, was almost sold
to a private firm that would jack-up
tuition even higher and deny a huge
number of people the ability to get a
higher education. As if this wasn't bad
enough, the state was investigated by
the federal EPA for gross environmental violations, the transportation system fell to pieces, and services for the
poor and the elderly dwindled to
almost nothing. However, the people
of Colorado didn 't sit idly by, they
managed to pass another referendum
to suspend the bill in 2005.
So now I implore you and challenge you to get out on November 7
and vote against this awful bill Don 't
let Maine become the second kid to
join the club.

Students on the Street

One of the difficulties of making it
to one 's mid-seventies is the sinking
feeling that life has lurched off on a
spanking new course that is beyond
comprehension. Readers of last
week's column doubtless will mark
this ignorance down to my allegedly
benighted home place-South Dakota.
But the Prairies have nothing to do
with obsolescence; sheer age will
doubtless explain why I feel so left
out of the Present.
For example, who decided that
Steve Sandak '07, is the Echo 's allaround joke and/or whipping boy?
Sandak, who always seemed a bright
enough young man when I taught him
in English composition, apparently
has bugged several Echo writers
enough that he regularly appears-for
good or ill-somewhere in the Sports
section, last week in the Opinions
Pages. Sandak's batting average, his
love for obscene language, his...well ,
he obviously finds himself hanging
out there ready for the witticisms of
the next Echo columnist in line for
leadership in the "Steve Sandak
Terrorism Contest."
The answer to all this is simple: give
Sandak occasional space of his own to
answer those wits who had had at him
last week. Sandak is as good with the
pen (well, computer keyboard) as his
gadflies seem to be, and 1 wait with
considerable enthusiasm his response
to all those who would have us believe
that he is a guy who engenders laughter in all of his schoolmates. I know
nothing about his tormentors, but they
hit 133 points less than he did last year.
Give 'em hell, Steve!
On the other hand, poor Sandak
seems to be on a negative roll these
days. I noted his name in an inventory
of Colby students enrolled by the
Waterville fuzz for underage swillage
at an off-campus party last weekend.
The entire list, printed in the Central
Maine Morning Sentinel, confessed to
being lessthan 21-even our legendary
goat, Steve. He wasn't of age, but that
made all the difference to the local
police, who gloated over his identification and deckared him an illegal.
01* Sandak just can't hit a curve ballPerhaps the Echo will begin to pick
on someone else soon. I, however,
would advise Sandak to avoid participating in the Beer Review column, '07
that he is. Some wiseacre in the
Waterville Police will read the piece
and come out looking for him. After
all, his name appears among the several Colby students on the municipal
blotter, scofflaws who are less than 21.
Rivaling this absurdity is another
story from this week's Sentinel, headlined "Rogue Squirrels." The Scripps
Howard News Service sent out a story
on "crazed and violent squirrels" in
Mountain View, CA; Winter Park, FL:
Lawrence, MA; Leominster, MA; and
Madison, WI. It seems that the usually harmless little creatures arc now
defined as "obnoxious and unwelcome wildlife" in several towns where
they have been jumping people in
parks and backyards.
The one in Lawrence bit a mother
who was trying to keep it away from
her eight-year-old son. One frightening squirrel leapt out of the woods and
had at several hunters. But the best of
Continued on Page 5

How will you show your parents a good time this weekend?

"I'm saying 'hey/ and then I'm shoving them
out the door."

—ClaireCole '10

"The real question is: How won't I show my parents a good time this weekend?"

—Don Heinrich '09

"By getting them arrested for supplying alcohol
to minors."

— Lindsay Snyder 07, Josh Kahne 07, Ivan Albarrah
'07 and Adam Salomon '08

"Take them to the apartments and impress them
with my chainsawing skills at the Woodsmen
Demo at 11 am on Saturday...PV=nRT."
—Kate Braemer '07

For the right reasons: On the pre carious balancing of the torture act

By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Whether or not you 're satisfied with
the results of the latest interrogation
legislation, you can't deny the courage
and integrity of Senators McCain,
Graham and Warner. I would go further: if others without their military
experiences had fought for the exact
same provisions, I would not have
taken them as seriously. I might have
even sided with the White House. I
might have been wrong to do so; these
hypothetical Others might have been
completely in the right. But they might
not have known why they were right,
or may have been fighting for the passing of the legislation for naive reasons.
Socrates made a point of differentiating Knowledge from True Belief.
John McCain has Knowledge of both
torture and military workings; someone without his experience, who finds
the idea of torture just as distasteful as
a former POW would , has only True

Belief. It's like the difference between
knowing what Event X is like because
you 've been there and knowing what
it 's like because you 've heard accurate stories. In the tatter situation
you 're right, but you can 't be sure. In
something as important as accumulating intelligence in a war, I take this
distinction very seriously. I'm not saying that one needs to experience torture to argue against it, but when
former soldiers, men who understand
the necessary harshness of military
operations, decide that torture is still
crossing the line, it 's more significant
than the protest of someone who's
lived only in comfort and prosperity,
and observed war and the military
only from a distance.
Equally important, however, are
the reasons McCain and the others
fought. It wasn't primarily about protecting insurgents' rights; it was about
protecting our soldiers. The potential
gains of harsh interrogation , the
Senators decided, didn 't balance out
the risk of America's own being subjected to the same techniques. In this
we certainly see more consistency
than the Bush Administration 's
refusal to grant amnesty to insurgents
who've killed American soldiers, all
the while brutalizing the insurgency's

fighters in the shadows.
My impression is that even if we
knew that every captive in CIA prisons had killed American soldiers, that
they'd done so out of fanatic hostility
rather than an honest desire to defend
a way of life, and that they had information that could win the war, many
would still protest their ill treatment
for said information. For my part , in
the name of giving our soldiers the
best chance of victory, I wouldn't.
That is, I wouldn 't, if I thought our
soldiers didn 't run any risk But they
do. Torture is only making things
worse; when the enemy knows that
he'll be tortured , he has reason to fight
even harder, and no incentive not to
torture our soldiers. Torture would
only be useful if no risks were
attached, in which case 1 admit I'd
consider accepting it.
Assuming, of course, that I had faith
in the administration. I don 't. And we
don't know all that much about all the
captives. And in a war against such a
fluid enemy, I have doubts about the
usefulness of even honest confessions.
So I'm glad for the blow, however
slight, to Bush's desires and ego. You
probably are too. I just hope you've
really considered why, even if your
reasons differ from mine.

What Really Bursts My Bubble: Bob's

By RYAN ADAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I miss Bob's. When they renovated
the dining hall last year, they took
away any character and personality
that the place had. Roberts Union
looks great for prospective students.
The old Bob's was a dining hall for
the current students.
You may have noticed above how I
refer to the new Bob's as "Robert's
Union" and the old Bob's as "Bob's."
That's because the new Bob's is lacking personality. Hence, it deserves a
more mundane name. The employees
with whom I enjoyed conversing with
so much while waiting in line are just
not the same. They know Bob's has
changed. Cindy isn 't the same boisterous woman who turned out omelets

and grilled cheese like she owned the
place. Why is her massive grill in an
inconvenient corner? Vera doesn 't
even get to do her famous pasta bar
like she used to. When will I ever hear
"...And who is next?" again? Not at
Roberts Union, that 's for sure.
At first I attributed any complaints I
had to adjusting to a new dining hall
But this could only be the source of my
complaints for so long. With the renovation, we lost the ability to serve ourselves not only the food we want, but
also its portion size. Last time I
checked, we were all adults who could
make decisions for ourselves.
Apparently this is not the case at
Roberts Union. Instead, those of us who
have bigger appetites have to lug
around three or four of those bulky,
square plates. In addition, too much
food is wasted because students are
forced to take everything that is put on
a plate. Since Bob's reopening, 1 have
yet to eat any brussel sprouts. Why
should these be wasted because I hate
brussel sprouts? However, what really,

really, really bursts my bubble is that I
can't go to Roberts Union to get a sandwich anymore. They have completely
gutted the sandwich bar from the dining
hall. Now I have to go to Dana anytime
I want a sandwich. As a result of these
complaints and more, Roberts Union
attracts a new kind of dining hall-seeking student instead of the students who
appreciated t h. Id Bob's the most.
Some things are still the same, if
not better than ever. I still get to see
Dottie everyday swiping cards. The
seating and lighting has definitely
improved. The food is healthier too.
But where does healthier food get you
if you can't have chicken crispitos
every Sunday night?
In the final days of the spring of
2005, my roommate and I had t-shirts
made with "SAVE BOB'S" printed on
the backs. We were glad that Colby
had finally decided to renovate the
much out-dated dining hall, but at the
same time, we were also afraid that the
best things about it would be forever
changed. I remember wearing the shut

Setting the weathervane in the right direction
By JOHN W. KUEHNE Ph.D.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The spire of the Miller Library,
looking like some turgid decoration
on a wedding cake, is the most recognizable thing at Colby, and you can
see it prick the sky for miles around.
And until recently, the weathervane
has been pointing the wrong way.
To a chem'c::, there could be nothing les" important than a weathervane
po'-iting the wrong way But I'm not a
chemist. I wasted, to some ways of
thinking, 12 years at the University of
Texas at Austin working with
extremely precise geodetic data that
ties the orientation of the Earth to a
reference frame defined by a constellation of distant quasars, with an accuracy of about 1 milliarcsecond. You
can do the math if you know the
radius of the Earth-which most
chemists don 't-and it comes out to an
uncertainty of about one centimeter at
the North Pole, a place that is rapidly
melting into open ocean, so don 't
even think of checking this. In my
own defense, I had a great time in
Texas and I often regret leaving.
Every time I looked up there, I
would obsess about this error. But getting back to weathervanes, there are
lots of them around Maine that point
randomly. My neighbor has a sundial
which she sets out in her garden every
spring, and she has no clue that the
gnomon has to be parallel to the rotation axis for this thing to tell solar
time. But Colby is a pretentious place.
Every day our web page has some new
brag about how great Colby is. Some
students arrive in cars that cost far
more than I make in a year. So that's
what really bugged me about the wayward weathervane: here were all these
beautiful , rich, and smug New
Englanders running around under this
geodetic fraud , no doubt thinking
smugly, "Ah, that way is north!"
In fact, the whole campus is misdirected. Surely the super-symmetric
Miller Library, anchoring the campus,
with its temple facade supported by
doric columns, would face dead east,
and not 12 degrees south of east?
the final day that Bob's was open that
spring. Dottie stopped me to talk after
swiping my card like she usually does
and asked "Why do you want to save
Bob's?" I replied, "Because I don 't
know if I'll like what it'll become."
Sure enough, I was right. And that 's
what really bursts my bubble.

On the insanity plea: Change the system for justice

By AMANDA MELLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Lashuan Harris's lawyer has
entered the insanity plea as her
defense, according to the Associated
Press. Harris is accused of throwing
her three sons into the San Francisco
Bay, effectively drowning them in
October of 2005. The article goes on
to state that Harris is a paranoid schizophrenic, who believed that God told
her to commit this crime and that her
boys are growing up in Heaven. A
psychiatrist, hired by her defense
attorney, has already concluded that
she is in fact insane, and was insane at
the time of the crime.
The insanity defense is considered

viable if the defendant, during the
time of the crime, was unable to
understand that what he/she was doing
was wrong, as a result of a mental disease or defect. From there, the defense
has the job of proving that the defendant did not understand that the crime
was wrong.
Harris fits the aforementioned criteria. This fact brings up a whole other
set of questions. Was this condition
diagnosed before she committed the
crime? Was she medicated for it? If
medicated, why did the crime happen?
if she stopped taking her medication,
who authorized it, or was she simply
unable to afford it? A case like this
speaks to a much larger societal problem in which the insanity plea has
become a method that society uses to
avoid the larger problem at hand.
According to reports, Harris had
decided to stop taking her medication
four to five months before she killed
her sons. Once off the medication,

tast weekend in Waterville

By CHRISDeROO

Harris immediately began hearing
voices again and threatened the livelihood of her boys. Her family contacted social services, who replied that
there was nothing they could do
because Harris was considered sane.
Now I cannot speak for anyone but
myself, but it would certainly appear
that something is wrong when social
services does not consider a woman
threatening the lives of her children a
priority. Now it is possible her family
left out that part when talking to social
services, but one would think , and
hope that if they evaluated her, they
would find something amiss.
The fact of the matter is that Harris
should not have been allowed to keep
her children if not medicated.
Someone should have stepped in
along the way. The larger problem is
that the Harris boys seem to have fallen through the system. Maybe the system is overburdened or maybe it is
just poorly run. Either way, the prob-

lem needs to be addressed because
there are too many children suffering
for it. And now Harris herself will suffer for a ciinic that should have been
foreseen and handled better.
How many children are also slipping through the cracks? If social services does not view a paranoid
schizophrenic as potentially dangerous to her children, it is very likely
there are plenty of unfit parents without mental defects who are harming
their children. Call Harris insane and
put her away, but in doing so there is
no resolution or justice. You cannot
win justice for a crime that never
should have happened. Whoever let
the Harris boys get lost in the system
like that should be on trial. While that
would not bring justice for their
unnecessary deaths, at least it would
bring attention to the larger problem.
The problem is not that Harris was/is
insane, the problem is that social service missed it

What surveying company did they use
anyway? Alas, it 's true: for the want
of 12 degrees, the campus is permanentl y facing the wrong direction.
Maybe it was an inside joke.
I determined this number primary
by violating campus rules regarding
chalking, and it has taken nearly a year
for the evidence to disappear from the
walls of Keyes. Standing on the walkway in front of Keyes with the flagpole to your back, it 's easy to drop a

Keyes is in fact perpendicular to
Miller , and that the offset is 12
degrees. 1 used a neat GIS program
called Microdcm (free, like all good
things) because the Miller Library is
not directl y on a UTM zone meridian.
I also used my Silva compass, corrected for the magnetic declination in this
area, and got the same answer.
In early September 2005, Gus
Libby, who runs this place, called me
to say that the weathervane was about

PHOTO COURTESY Of JOHN IV KUEHNE PM D.

Kuehne poses before correcting the orientation of the Miller Library
weathervane.
sight of Polaris onto the south wall and
direct your daughters to mark a big X.
The tangent of the angle is then this
horizontal offset divided by the distance to the wall. To make a real spectacle of it, 1 used one of Colby's
Sestrel sextants. This was before
Homeland Security got its act together.
Otherwise Bush would be torturing me
now, especially about the sex part.
Not comp letely sure about my
celestial navigation skills on dry land
(I have located my house to within a
nautical mile several times), I turned
to my professional skill-computersand in particular GIS, a technique so
valuable that Colby has decided to
hire somebody to do it full-time. I
happen to have the Waterville USGS
Orthophoto from a previous job I did
for the College, and it confirmed that

to be hoisted 191 feet up. The ground
crew fitted a hardhat onto my absurd
bush of hair, warning me not to knock
my head climbing the scaffold , which
I did twice anyway. At the top the scaffold swayed gently in the wind, which
amplified my fear of heights to make it
the most exciting angle I have ever
measured with a protractor. The final
accuracy is probably about 2 degrees.
My best estimate is that the weathervane now points with II degrees of
offset relative to the roof line of
Miller, or 1 degree east of north,
although it is practically impossible to
measure this error from the ground. In
retrospect, I think it would have been
easier and more accurate to use a simple sun compass, although overcast
skies would have ruined that plan.
Finally, I have left my mark on Colby.

Eating healthy: From gluttony to a lifestyle change

By CAROLINA SICARD
CONTRIBUTING WRfTER

I never thought I'd be writing an
article promoting eating healthy; not
once in my life could I really have
been labeled a "healthy eater." From
my early over-consuming years as a
bright-eyed kid , I began the junkfood odyssey that would continue
until about four months ago. The
highlight of my days in elementary
school was the McDonald's Happy
Meal I would acquire on the ride
home; under those Golden Arches I
found inexplicable euphoria in the
world of hamburgers and fries.
If only it stopped there. Once at
home, dinner would usually consist of
an assortment of rice, beans, potatoes
and red meat. I was approaching juvenile obesity and ultimately, came to
have both feet on its front doorstep. At
the insistence of everyone who cared
about me, 1 started to lose weight at
about age 11; fortunately, by the time
I started ninth grade, I was exempt
from the wrath of "fat girl" jokes.
Fluctuations
throughout high
school , however, had me riding the
see-saw of discipline with subsequent moments of relapse .
Thankfully, when I started college ,
I was on one of the disciplined
kicks and was generally successful
in preventing
the
dreaded
Freshman 15.
Throughout all of these years,
my cravings for junk-food were
not extinct , they were onl y sli ghtl y
curtailed. I spent last fall in Spain
and those five months sent my
over-indul ging habits to another
level. Of course. "American junk
food" wasn 't readily available , but

tons of baguettes and pastries were
and I sure didn 't miss out on that.
Fortunately, having to walk everywhere subdued the worst of the
effects. Coming back to Colby in the
spring, however, was a major reality
check. I would be returning to three
delicious dining halls yet my exercise
level-by the lack of walking and honestl y, my lack of motivation to go to
the gym- would be diminished.
Being home this summer, I
changed my life around. I enrolled at
a local gyrrt and had a fitness assessment; I will never forget the look on
the trainer 's face when 1 told him that
two glasses of chocolate milk was a
regular snack for me. That 's when I
knew that this was going to be serious. He suggested lots of cardio and
weight training programs and of
course, changes in my diet. This
would be the hard part; while some
eat for necessity, I eat for pure pleasure and usually overindulge, to say
the least. He mentioned things like
soy and granola: words that meant
very little to the junk-food eater in
me. Not only did I have to nix all of
the foods I loved to eat, but I had to
replace them with fake milk and birdfood-like morsels. It wasn 't easy, but
somehow 1 showed up at the gym six
days a week, ditched dairy products,
increased the organic veggies and
ignored all fast food.
What I got in return was completely worth it: I started my senior year 12
pounds lighter. Living in the apartments has also helped as I have been
able to decide everything that goes
into my body without the temptation
of the dining halls ' delectable offerings. I'm not going to lie . every now
and then I have to give in to my compulsive gluttony; just the other day I
allowed myself to eat a hamburger,
fries , pizza, and cookies. I don 't sweat
it though , because it 's okay to give in
sometimes. Nonetheless, I can 't deny
that I' m a changed woman; now when
people ask me if I like cake. I say yes,
rice cakes!

BASSETT: Here's to you, Steve Sandak
Continued From Page 4
all the squirrel stones is the one from
Leominster (Massachusetts seems

home to especially violent squirrels):
the pet squirrel of a suspected drug
suspect attacked a police officer.
Do you suppose that squirrels
have something in common with
Steve Sandak?

this week

Wounded Soldiers ' fall debut in Coffeehouse

FRIDAY, OCT. 6
• International Coffee Hour
4 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• The "Early & Late Shows" A
Cappella Concert
6 p.m. & 8:30p.m.
Waterville Opera House
- SPB Super Bingo Night
10 pm.
Foss dining hall
SATURDAY, OCT. 7
• Colby Craft Fair
10 a m
Field House
• Social Dance Sampler
iO a-m,
Pugh Center
• Colby Dancers Performance
12:30 p.m.
Bixler/Gfven Auditorium
• Colby lmprov Performance
2 p.m. & 4p m
Bixler/Given Auditorium
• Tour of the Colby College
Museum of Art
2 p.m.
Art Museum
• A Midsummer Night's Dream
7:30 p.m.
Runnals
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Stridertheater
showcases a f ew
of Lif e
Slices
By UNDSEY
ANDERSON
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER

1

It is a Friday
night and practically every seat in the
Strider theater is
packed with expectant students. At a
quarter to eight the
lights go down, a
hush settles over
the crowd, and
Slices of Life, the
latest production of
the Theater and
Dance Department
begins with a bang.
Hanna Pickwell
MOLLV VWRREN/TME COLBY ECHO
and Sean Senior,
Student band . Wounded Soldiers, made their fall performance debut last Saturday in Mary Low Coffeehouse.
both first-years.
i
~
—
open the production with a poignant piece by
Tennessee Williams. Pickwell as
"Willie " expertly guides audience
members throug h the heartache
and hardship of life as an orphan
in
southern
America. Her
offered the SPB coordinaaccent
and her
tors assistance in choosing
persona are both
the ingredients which were
well cultivated
provided to the grillers.
Competitors could choose
and
genuine ,
enabling
her
from a variety of spices,
swing back and
olive and canola oil .
forth between
ketchup and tomato paste,
levity and drama
hot sauce, liquid smoke.
with
ease.
Worcestershire sauce, vinegar, honey and lemon juice
Senior completo prepare their meat before
ments her perfectly,
using
beginning to grill. While
subtle
voice
the Worcestershire sauce
inflection and
was particularly popular, an
expenmcntal lemon and
facial expresgarlic marinade created by
sion to bring life
to a relatively
one team definitely
piqued the interest of
small role.
the judges who evaluThe next piece . Night , by
Harold Pinter is equally impresated based on taste.
sive. Andrew Bolduc '10 and
craftsmanship
and
MOL1Y WWWEN/THE COLBT ECHO
creativity.
Claire Collins 'OS play an old
Colby s own master grillers displaying their culinary talents at the Student
married couple with so much
Through the after- Programming Board sponsored "Grill Off. " last Saturday afternoon on Dana lawn.
noon, the competition
frank sincerity that audience
heated un as the mdees
members are quickly able to forselected two learns to face each the two teams , and an extended Colby Competition, continue to be
get that the two actors are, in fact,
young adults. Their final realizaother in a sudden death steak taste test by the judges and a num- popular on campus. Such events also
gnll-off to decide the winner. ber of the spectators , Charsky. allow students without access to a
tion at the end of the piece is
Seniors Adam Robbins, Sasha By lebyl
and
Brainard
were kitchen or assorted ingredients to
touching and just subtle enough to
declared
the
winners
of
the
first
show
off
their
culinary
skills.
Maybe
Swarup-Deuser. Josh Gerber and
avoid coming across as too sappy.
John DeBruickcr (dubbing their campus Grill-Off competition.
next semester. SPB can host a culinary
Slices switches gears after the
team "Mr. Cnspers") teamed up
"I was really happy with the challenge based on baked goodsclose of Night , moving on to two
against
sophomore Alyssa event." said Emily Butler '08. chair something like that, though. I' m defihilarious short pieces: Act
Charsky and First-years Joey of the Contemporary Arts Committee nitel y sitting in as a judge.
Bylebyl and Jack Brainard.
on the Student Programming Board
"If you can't stand the heat, don 't and organizer of the event. "And 1
eat my meat," a confident "Mr. was really impressed with the creCrispcrs" threatened their competi- ativity of everyone who participated.
tion. Not to be distracted, the oppos- It was a lot of fun!"
ing team simply countered, "shake
Despite the low spectator turnout of
and bake!" and returned to their own the event , those involved in the Gnlldishes, reminding teammates, "don 't Off certainly seemed to enjoy themforget the Worcestershire sauce'"
selves. Food-themed events, such as
After a fiery showdown between the Gnll-Off and last year 's Iron Chef
Intetetted in business, law . or tn hnolojry ' Detoirte Financial Advisory Services LLP
("Delnitie FAS') is hiring far it* Analytic at Forensic Technology practice

Colby students show off their grill skills
By MEAGHAN FITZGERALD

All in all, Slices
is a quirky,
entertaining
production.
The cast is
solid, the
scripts well
chosen and the
delivery
impeccable.

STAFF WRITER

A small group of chill y spectators
hovered around the charcoal grills
that had popped up on Dana Lawn
last Saturday. Also feeling the heat
were the competitors who had turned
out for Colby College 's first ever
Campus Gnll-Off competition hosted
by the Student Programming Board
on Sept. 30.
The four teams were each given
threepiecesof chicken breast and three
cuts of steak as well as assorted ingredients in which to marinade their meat.
The team
exhibiting
the greatest "gnllskill"
would be
awarded
$50 per
entrant
and the
chance to
have their
winning
recipe featured in a
dining
hall
on
campus
Althoug h
the autumn temperatures deterred many
from watching the entire cooking competition, students were drawn by the
smells of spices and grilling meat which
overcame the usual scents of Dana dining hall food
Joe Klaus , assistant director of
Dining Services , was heavily
involved in the Gnll-Off event and

Through the
afternoon the
competition
heated up as
the judges
selected two
teams to face
each in a sudden death
steak grill-off..
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Without Words and App licant. Act
without Words is, unsurprisingly,
a completely silent piece. As
such, Jenya Hladki '08 and John
Bergeron '08 rely entirely on
expression and movement to
enliven the piece. They work perfectly together, complementing
each other and playing off of one
another, so that the piece leaves
audience members with a sense of
satisfaction and closure, despite
the short length and lack of dialogue. In Applicant Marguerite
Hulett '09 and Roberto Delhy '10
work with sound effects and
strobe lights to create an innovative and highly amusing piece.
Bringing up the end of the first
act is The Sandbox by Edward
Albec, featuring Peter PerryFriedman '09, Bailey Woodhull
'08, Trevor Hardigan '09 and Eric
Braunstein '10. Each of the actors
in this offbeat piece delivers an outwith
standing
performance,
"Daddy " and "Mommy" giving
especially dynamic performances.
Upon returning from a short
intermission, audience members
are treated to New
World
Order/
Mountain People: a
pair of darker pieces
combined for effect.
Skylar Sutton '08,
Smriti Bajracharya
'10, Jani Jung '07 .
Kayt Tommasino
'07, Perry-Friedman
and Vivek Freitas
'08 appear in this
extended
piece
about a startlingly
plausible dystopian
future. "Sergeant "
and "Officer" stand
out as two of the
most powerful coles
in the entire production; their macabre characters are
more than a little unsettling, and
their acting shapes the entirety of
the piece.
AH in all . Slices is a quirky,
entertaining production. The cast is
solid, the scripts well chosen and
the delivery impeccable. And
Meagan Berg '07, Bergeron ,
SiuMan Ko '07 and Rishi Chatrath
'08. the student directors responsible for the production , succeed in
evoking a full range of emotion
from audience members, running
the gamut from humor to horror.
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Today*, M I M .K .¦ environment generate* vast amounts of data and jniarm _tM>n. and almost all af
this information IS captured ami xtured in computen-ed form Dclaitr* FAS' Analytic -- Forensic
Technology pracmr (AFTl uses high performance relational JUtabaxet to help litigator- and
investigator * understand tht- cln rrr- ILL. data and put it into context. AFT engagements focus an
cample- domestic and tmcnv»tim__l litigations and investigation for r'orrune 5UO companies in
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Funny guy, Pe te Ho lmes , tickles the student body senseless
with his wit and charisma
By JENNY DEAN
STAFF WRITER

Pete Holmes is a funny guy. He is
tall , as he noted , well over six feet ,
and blond; had he been a woman, he
might have entered a pageant-probably not , but anything is possible.
He has a good name. While this
seems irrelevant , surely, it encourages some notoriety. The road from
"Pete Holmes" to 'Sherlock
Holmes ' is, aAer all , quite short. In
any case, Holmes has a great deal
more to recommend himself than
merely this impressive-sounding
namesake. As personally noted on
his website (www.peteholmes.com),
Holmes is a standup comedian, who
developed both robust stature and
comedic aspirations while romping
about his hometown of Boston ,
Massachusetts. Here he attended
Boston 's Improv Asylum, and later
Chicago 's Improv Olymp ic and
Playground theatres, where he stud-

His rapport
with the audience was easy
and generous,
and the standup
was layered
with an even
blanket of satisfying humor...
ied and refined his art. He excelled
through these experiences, and
earned himself a place on Comedy
Central's "Premium Blend" as well
as various appearances on VHl's
"Best Week Ever". Today, he can be
found around a number of college
campuses, demonstrated by his performance on Friday night in our

own Foss, as well as on
CollegeHumor.com, in
Comedy
Central' s
"Mofherload" and on
his own lovely website.
As displayed by the latter, the comedian has
artistic
aspirations
beyond his standup, and
wields a pen with the
same thoughtful , bordering on intelligent ,
humor with which he
wields his tongue.
Most importantly,
the man lives up to his
credentials. Aside from
rather temperamental
equipment and strange
lighting
in
Foss,
Holmes 's performance
on campus on the
chill y night of Sept. 29
was a large success.
His self-deprecating
and only ever mildl y
offensive humor was,
MADISON GOUZ1F/THE COLBY ECMC
true to his own words,
both 'clean ' and funny. Pete Holmes performing in Foss dining hall
His rapport with the
audience was easy and generous, they were consumed with zest and
and the standup was layered with relish , and the sustenance only
an even blanket of satisfying added to the general good nature
humor, touching on various aspects that filled Foss on that night. More
of existence, including, but not to the topic , 'good nature ' was
exclusively, his resemblance to Holmes 's defining characteristic ,
Prince Charles (you know, kind and probably a key to his general
of), the great state of Maine , and success. Above all , the man is likethe implicit infertility of our able , and while not conventionally
beloved mascot, the White Mule. handsome-not in the way of
He also touched upon the wisdom Harrison Ford , or a young James
of Oprah , the variety of heights Tiberius Kirk-he has a thinking
manifest in the audience, and the man 's good looks , along with a
myriad of small chicken wings that great deal of personal charisma.
had attracted much of the audience And as a result of all these things ,
he is both successful and married.
to Foss that evening.
His aura of goodness does not,
Having abstained from consumption of the latter, I cannot however, take away from the edge of
speculate on the quality of the bar- his wit. And upon concluding his
beque. I will affirm that the pletho- performance, the audience appeared
ra of tiny brown appendages generall y satisfied having experiprovided for the peanut gallery enced something of a catharsis
both Looked and smelted tike the through their laughter and a pleasant
particular foul that they were hiatus from life's usual toil. To say
advertised to be. Consequently, the least , it was fun.

Beer Review
Positively ursine

By ALEX McPHERSON
COTiTRIBuTING WRITER

This week we head up 1-95 about an
hour to the village of Orono to test out
its new entriesto the microbrewscene.
Joka's had three selectionsavailable in
22oz size for $2.95 apiece. The beers,
in order of appearance, were the Black
Bear Gearhead Ale, the Black Bear
Pail Ale and the Voodoo Bear Porter.
Joining me for the imbibing were John
DeBruicker '07 Varsity,Josh Gerber
'07 and Adam Robbins '07.
We kicked it off with the easy
drinking red/amber Gearhead. Our initial inipTessionswere skewed by how
red and bubbly this beer was. It
smeltedrelatively mild, and after some
sips Gerber confidently said he tasted
"hickory." DeBruicker didn 't care
much for it at first, but as our conversation diverted to soccer and then
cheeseburgers, he piped in with a
"Hey, I might actually like this." In my
estimation this isn't a beer you'd drink
on its own. It really would be helped
by a burger or something else substantial. The label is also noteworthy
because a "Gearhead" is apparently a
black bear (Ursus americanus) who is
riding an ATVwith a beer in its paws.
He is also holding a wrench, so I tried
to defend him as a mechanic merely
revving the engine to diagnose that
misfiring spark plug. Then we saw his
tires were indeed smoking, and we
were dismayed at the irresponsible
example being set.
Next up was the Pail [sic] Ale. This
author is notoriously biased against
anything remotely similar to Sierra
Nevada Pale, but since the spelling
was different I decided to give it the
old college try. Immediately upon
pouring,we ail made dour faces, and
Robbins remarked "This has a smutty,
dirty nose." It smelled a bit of lemon
and strongly of hops. Gerber added "it

has lots of... whatchamacallit... carbonation." The first taste definitely
revealed a strong lemon taste, reminiscent of a properly served hefeweizen.
The carbonation proved to be notable
as within minutes we were all burping
like Peter Cniffin on a Tuesday. We did
an exercise and all closed our eyes,
took a sip and silently pictured ourselves drinking this beer. Robbins was
distracted by that sweet fight scene in
Gladiator where the guy gets a sword
stabbed through him, and didn't add
anything meaningful. Sauce's eyes
were open the whole time, also ruining
the effect. DeBruicker and I, however,
both concluded that this beer would
best be consumed on the fourth date.
The fourth date is typically where routine sets in a bit, and we posit that due
to the burps brought on by this brew,
both parties on the date could feign
embarrassment over something so
shameful and taboo as burping, laugh
wholeheartedly, then become silent
and gaze into each other's eyes, aware

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS

Peter J. Kirn '09

By PATRICK COLLINS
STAFFWRITER

One afternoon not too long ago,
I found myself listening to the local
campus band Wounded Soldier in
the basement of Mary Low from
behind a closed door. The reverberations coming from the lead
guitarist's guitar sent shivers down
my spine. In all honesty, I was
very impressed. 1 looked through
the window and on lead guitar was
none other than a Peter J. Kim '09,
who up until I
interviewed him
later that afternoon I had been
calling "Steve"
or
"Steven."
When I finally
got a chance to
sit down with
Kim, I was able
to get the full
scoop.
Always seen
wearing his characteristic white
oval-shaped sunglasses, reminiscent of those
worn by the tate
great rocker Kurt
Cobain, Kim is
an unassuming
fellow. On most sunny afternoons,
Kim can be seen "chiltaxin" on the
quad between Mary Low and
Woodman. You don't even have to
know bis name to spark up a conversation with him. At other times,
one may find him playing the most
rockin' Rock and Roll in the basement of Mary Low. Here you
receive a free performance that
rivals the high priced ticket of seeing the near-to-death members of
the Rolling Stones rattle their bones.
So, who is this man Peter J. Kim?
"Before I came to campus, I
was no one," Kim said, '*You did

not know me.
Cindy, over in
Bob's did not
know me. Thus, I
ceased to exist."
Jokes aside, Kim
began playing the
guitar at the ripe
old age of thirteen
under the tutelage
of that guy all of us
guitar players got
taught by. You
¦
MOLLY wsnnE f ..'ine c . o i s i ECHO
know, that guy at
Peter J. Kirn '09
your local music
store who was always showcased their stuff at last year's
hung over at lessons? epic Battle of the Bands.
And whenever you
The Battle of the Bands immediasked bim to teach ately put Kim and the boys in the
you a song, he'd wail mainstream. Wounded Soldiers '
away on his whammy devoted followers have been wonbar and bust out some dering what does Wounded Soldier
mean riffs for about have in store for them this year.
ten out of your twenty Welt, Kim let me in on a little
lesson minutes. Well, secret; Wounded Soldier was tentathat 's the guy who tively scheduled to play the
Kim learned all the Coffeehouse on Sept. 28.
essentials; "a few
Away from being a Rock Star,
chords, a few riffs, many of you might not know that
and a few licks."
Kim is a full-time Colby college
After not too many student. He is currently majoring in
lessons from this guitar environmental science, which as
instructor, Kim was on Kim puts it is "tentative." Beyond
his way to I earning his taking a full course load, Peter is
favorites. It seems that perpetually chillin. He does not get
playing the guitar came involved in activities that he knows
naturally to little Peter he will not have time for and he
and as he grew, his talent grew as docs not burden himself with so
well. Learning the different chord many extracurricular activities to
progressions one by one, Kim the point that he gets exhausted.
became quite the guitar player.
The more I talked to Kim, the more
It wasn't until Kim got to cam- I got a sense that Kim is in the
pus that he began thinking about absolutely right place to be. He
playing in a band. Looking to have does not get upset about the trivial
a good time, kick back and make details, he just goes with the flow.
some people shake their tail feath- If I were you, the next time I see
ers, Kim and a couple of his com- Peter J. Kim whether it be on the
rades teamed up last year to form quad between Mary Low and
Wounded Soldier, a Rock and Roll Woodman or in the dining hall or in
based band. As Kim so eloquently the basement of Mary Low, I'd ask
put it, "I just wanted to see people him: Who is Peter J. Kim?
shakin' it and bavin 1 a good time."
Well, good times were had as they

Apart from
being a Rock
Star, many of
you might not
know that
Kirn is a fulltime Colby
college student.-.currently majoring in
environmental
science.

Album Review
Glam gone retro
By MARLOW STERN
STAFF WRITER

that a new, deeper bond has formed.
Also of note, the label showed a black
bear vomiting into a pail. Sweet?
Last up was the Voodoo Bear
Porter. The label has psychedelic
swirls surrounding a stuffed bear with
a nail through its head. This beer was
apathetically consumed due to its lackluster head (compared to Guiness), its
bur t, simple taste (compared to
Guiness), and its lack of a widget in
the bottle. DeBruicker noted a "murky
swirl" when peering into the nutty
depths of the glass, bringing to mind
pond scum. It was overpowering
enough that we had to play Mario
Striker to determine who had to drink
the rest. McPherson and DeBruicker
won. 8-7, 8-7.
The Black Bear Brewery successfully pushes the boundaries of label
art, but not much else. The Gear
Head is worth checking out, but this
author would recommend skipping
the other selections.

This writer must admit that a few
years ago, upon first listen, I was not
all that impressed with Hot Fuss, the
debut LP of a little Vegas glam-rock
outfit called The Killers, branding
them a shamelessly studied,
pompous, electro-pop pastiche (e.g.
"Somebody Told Me" - "Girls and
Boys" by Blur). Yet upon repeated
listening and despite the album's
patchiness, I along with the rest of
America fell victim to their irresistibly catchy bevy of singles. After
selling 5 million copies worldwide of
said debut (Hot Fuss),performing on
The OC , and establishing themselves as a fantastic live band with a
festival-stealing performance at
The Killers
Glastonbury '05, The Killers made a
Sam's Town
strange decision: they decided to
completely overhaul their image, while first single "When You dered teenagers ("Jenny Was a
turning in the posh white jackets and Were Young" instantly evokes Friend of Mine "-my favorite track
eyeliner for retro leather (with pretty- U2 , with its soaring vocals and off their debut LP). Now the band
boy frontman Brandon Flowers even inescapable guitar hook. In fact, is "burning down the highway
growing a decidedly un-macho the entire album suggests that of sky line ," heading for the wild and
moustache), and simultaneously U2' s ramped-up, stadium-friend- bleak desert landscape. Whether
swapping their
ly
synth-rock , it's sex on the saucy, horn-led
melodic muses
thanks
to
the "Bones" (don 't you want to come
from Blur and
switchwork of U2 with me? / Don 't You want to feel
Bowie
to
m e g a p r o d u c e r s my bones on your bones? / It 's
Springsteen and
Alan Moulder and only natural), or drugs ("Uncle
U2.
Alan Flood. "Bling Jonny"), The Killers demand to
Due to my
(Confessions of a be taken seriously Their matured
previous blunKing)" with its gal- outlook is most evident on standder, I decided to
toping drums and out track "Wh y Do I Keep
listen to The
prog influences, is Counting ?"—an "All These
Killers sop hobasically
Muse 's Things That I' ve Done "-stylc
more
effort ,
"Knights
of epic that uses Flowers ' fear of
Sam s Town, for
Cydonia " minus the flying as a facade for a much
a whole two
distorted riff and deeper musing on mortality.
weeks
before
Matt
Bellamy 's
Every track, no matter how
writing a proper
shrieking.
"For small the subject , sounds absolutereview ot the
Reasons Unknown
ly huge—designed to sound best
record. Sam 's
is the classic "Mr blasting out of 50-ft. speakers. For
Town, named after an off-strip Bri ghtside " disco-noir sound , all their smart new ways, coupled
casino, retains the strengths of with a more self-assured, affected with their anointment as the biggest
their previous effort and adds a Flowers reaching new vocal indie pop-stars on the planet. The
note of seriousness that avoids heights.
Killers are still as flashy and captipomposity. The title track and
Even the lyrics are more mature vating as ever. As far as shameless,
especially "This River is Wild", a this time round. Gone are the stadium-friendly rock goes, Sam s'
"Born to Run " dead ringer, are cross-dressing boyfriends , glam Town might not be as good as it
songs owing to Springsteen , warblings , and tributes to mur- gets, but it 's damn close.

Every track, no
matter how
small the subject, sounds
absolutely
huge—designed
to sound best
blasting out of
50-ft speakers.

Saunders advances to third round Field hockey gives seventh ranked
f or tennis at ITA tournament
Middlebury a run f or their money
By CHR1SSY GARDNER

By ALEXA UNDAUER

STAFF WRITER

SPORTS EDITOR

Battling more bad weather,
Colb) men s tennis competed in
the
Intercollegiate
Tennis
Association tournament this past
weekend Three Colby players
qualified for singles in the tournament and tour for doubles, with
Brod > Saunders 'OX advancing all
the wa> to the third round.
In the opening round of
matches . Saunders won 6-3, 7-5
over Max Berger of Bates
College He then went on in the
second round to a 6-4. 7-6 victory over Jercm> Weinberger of
Williams College On Saturday,
however. Saunders lost 6-4, 6-0
in the third round to Middlebury 77ie Colby men s tennis team travelled to the ITA tournament last weekend,
College ' s top first-year recruit, where a number of players had very strong performances.
Andrew Thompson. "Brody had
the best result of the Colby
guys." Captain Tom Gildersleeve '07 began outside, but was moved inside weekend, Schuman said.
At the end of the weekend, the capsaid "He lost in a tough match. The on account of rain. "The match was
first set was realt y close and Brody really tight but he was able to pick up tains had mixed emotions about the
his game when it counted most," results. "ITA's went well, but could
reall y stepped it up "
Schuman said. have gone better," Schuman said. "It
The other two Colby
In doubles. really seemed as though Middlebury
players to compete in sinSchuman and was our ultimate downfall." Compared
gles were Bryan Brown
Gildersleeve to last year, however, they felt that the
'0° and Captain Zack
fell 8-3 in the team played much more successfully.
Schuman 08 Both won in
first round to "All of the guys stepped up their
their first round before losgames against the top players in both
T r i n i t y
ing in the second Brown
C o l l e g e ' s the NESCAC and nationally in
won his first match 6-3. 6G a u t a m Division III ," Gildersleeve said. "Zack
3 over Craig Spaan of
Samarth and and I were really proud of our guys
Southern Maine, and lost
David Yahng. and we gained a tot of motivation for
his second 6-1 . 6-1 to
Conrad Olson, currently
Brown and the last few weeks of our fall season."
Saunders also
This coming weekend is men 's tenMiddlebury 's top p layer.
played dou- nis team's only home match of the fall.
"Bryan had a really tough
bles and lost They will play on Friday at 4:00 p.m.
draw [in the second
Tom Gildersleeve '07 in the opening against University of Southern Maine.
round} but demonstrated
Captain
round
to The weekend after that , they will play
his ability to go far into
points and played him realMiddlebury 's in the Bates Invitational tournament.
K e v i n
Last year, Colby was very successful
ly tough ." Gildersleeve
Bergesen and Andrew Thompson with in this tournament, and the team hopes
said.
Schuman beat Jeremy Stien of an 8-6 score. "Brown and Saunders to top that this year.
Babson College 6-2. 6-3. but fell in a had a very difficult first round doubles
tough second round match 7-5 . 7-6 (5) match against the same Middlebury
to Ben Stein of Bates The match opponent they had lost to the previous

All of the guys
stepped up
their games
against the top
players in both
the NESCAC and
nationally in
Division in.

Although the Colby field hockey
team lost to Middlebury College last
Saturday, the 3-2 result was nothing
for the Mules to hang their heads
about The Panthers were ranked seventh in the nation amongst Division II!
institutions going into Saturday's competition ,
according
to
the
STX/National Field Hockey Coaches
Association poll. While Colby is still
looking for its first New England
Small College Athletic Conference
victory and is last in the league rankings, the Mules proved on Saturday
that their 0-4 league record is not
indicative of what they are actually
capable of.
Head Coach Amy Bematchez was
pleased with the effort put forth by her
team. She said, "The game last weekend was extremely well played. Colby
field hockey played Middlebury with
more heart and intensity than I have
seen from them all season."
The Mules started off the scoring
just five minutes into the game, when
senior Chrissy Maloncy put one in off
a pass from Jess Egan '08. However,
the Panthers tied the game five minutes later and put one more in 15 minutes later so they were up 2-1 at the
half.
Mary Clare Sncdiker '09 pulled

Colby even with Middlebury 13 minutes into the second period with an
assist from Chelsea Roscnheimer '09.
For the next ten minutes, the teams
fought back and forth, looking for the
game winning goal. Unfortunately, it
came from Middlebury 's Dana Rye

Colby field
hockey played
Middlebury with
more heart and
intensity than I
have seen from
them all season.
Amy Bematchez
Head Coach

with 11 minutes left in the competition
and Colby was unable to find a matching goal of their own. The game ended
with a score of 3-2, and Middlebury is
currently second in the league with a
NESCAC record of 4-1.
The Mules had as many scoring
opportunities as the Panthers, each
with 15 shots. Bematchez noted that
many of her players had exceptional
games. She said , "Seniors Chrissy
Maloney and Kyla Wagman played

rock solid on the left sideline to slow
down the Middlebury offense. Mary
Clare Snediker and Jenn Reilly and
Chelsea Rosenheimer played well on
offense and had some great opportunities to score." Maloney is now ranked
tenth in the NESCAC in points per
game and goals, and is ninth in goals
per game. Captain Wagman is fourth in
defensive saves.
Goalkeeper Jamie Enos '08 had
another impressive game, blocking 16
shots Bematchez commented, "Jamie
Enos came up with some spectacular
saves in the cage." Enos is first in the
NESCAC in saves, with an average of
13.2 per game, and is second in saves
per game.
The Mules will take on the
University of Maine at Farmington
after press time. Last year that game
resulted in a 2-1 Colby win. For
Homecoming Weekend, Colby has a
home doubleheader against Wesleyan
University (2-2 NESCAC) and
Williams College (4-0 NESCAC),
with the former occurring Saturday at
11 a.m. and the latter occurring
Sunday at 11 a.m.. Bematchez is optimistic that last Saturday 's game
marked a turning point for Colby. "We
would like to finish the week at 4-4. If
we were able to play with Middlebury
like we did , we should be able to
match up well against Wesleyan and
Williams. We plan to take it one game
at a time."

A f arewell to two baseball heroes

HATS FOR BATS

By STEVE SANDAK

I' m not sure how many of you realize it . but the postseason is upon us for
America 's game. Most of the people at
Colby are disenchanted with the sport
because of the disappointing season
that the Red Sox had; however, these
next couple of weeks should be filled
with some great baseball. And
although my team is going into the
playoffs with a good chance of making it to the World Series, I feel that
the most intriguing storyline of the
sport right now has to do with a couple of old timers who deserve a
moment of our time
While
Jackie
Robinson may have
broken the color
barrier for players.
Frank
Robinson
along with Buck
O'Neil helped usher
African Americans
into the managerial
world of baseball
Buck O'Neil was
one of the great
Negro League ball
of
the
p layers
1940 s. In 1946, he
led Negro National
League in batting
with a .353 batting
average and then
went on to help his
team , the Kansas
City Monarchs. win the Negro League
World Series He was the first black
coach to be hired by a major league
ball club when the Cubs brought him

on in 1962. Frank Robinson came
along and became the first manager in
1975 when he led the Cleveland
Indians onto the field. Robinson 's
major league career statistics are
unbelievable, a winner of Rookie of
the Year Honors,
the Triple Crown,
and an MVP in both
leagues, as well as a
perennial All-Star
These two have
undoubtedly left
their mark on baseball. However, as
Buck O'Neil at the
age of 94 gets a little bit sicker in his
Kansas City hospital everyday, and
Frank
Robinson
announced that he
will be moving on
from coaching the
Washington Nationals, I want to make
sure these men are seen for more than
what they did to break the color barrier. This is not to say that I do not think
their contributions to the civil rights
movement in terms
of American society
and specifically the
sport of baseball are
insignificant , but
behind every social
reformer lies a personality and while
these two made
great sacrifices for
others and helped
deconstruct the prejudiced structure of
American sports,
they also were individuals whose character and spirit
deserve to be recognized.
In an interview
that Buck O'Neil
gave in 2003 he candidly answered a question that made
me want to learn more about who this
man was, and not just what he did.
O'Neil described how he has been

While Jackie
Robinson may
have broken the
color barrier for
players, Frank
Robinson along
with Buck O'Neil
helped usher
African
Americans into
the managerial
world of baseball.

going to spring training in some way,
shape or form for over 70 years now
and that he is still interested in baseball even after all these years. He said,
"I'm never bored. I' m never bored at a
baseball game because I can always
see
something.
There is an attention
to detail in the game
of baseball. There are
subtleties , whispered
disappointments ,
tiny
accomplishments that occur
without anyone else
noticing. There is
something deliberate
about this game that
Buck O'Neil gets.
The precision of and
focus of every little
detail and then the
ability to pull one 's
self back and appreciate how the this thing has made him
into a person he is proud to be, is
something that I believe a lot of people try to do in their lives, whether it is
in the domestic or professional sphere. Frank Robinson
said on Sunday, as he coached
what will probabl y be his last
game as a manager, "I feel
very fortunate to have been a
part of this game, and all I
wanted to do was to try and
make it a little bit better, and I
hope and think I did." These
men are legends. They are
icons. They are social reformers. They are Americans. They
are heroes to anyone who
cares deeply about what they
do and believe they are making the world a better place.
Above all they arc good
human beings who possessed
an admiration and humility
towards the game that should
be recognized. These men
changed baseball and , consequently, a tiny part of the
world not so much by what
they did , but how they went
about it.

These men
changed baseball and, consequently, a tiny
part of the world
not so much by
what they did,
but how they
went about it.

Please recycle this Echo!
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Field hockey nearly upset se\enth-rankcd Middlebury on Saturday. The Mules hope to f ind their f irst NESCAC
win of the season this weekend as they take on Wesleyan and Williams.

RUGBY: Men fall to University of Maine at Orono in last minute of game
Continued From Page 10
Hams said there 's still considerable
room for improvement. "Our team
needs to work on conditioning and
decision making." she said. "It
seemed at the end of the game, UNH
was just outrunning us." Fierce said
they will also be "working on our oneto-one tackling to make sure everyone
is comfortable defensively."
This Saturday they will play the
University of Maine at Orono here at
Colby at I p.m.. Fierce says that
despite their loss of a few players to
injury, "if all goes well, we can play a
full game as strongly as we played the
first half against UNH."
The men 's team faced the

We came out
flat in our first
two games, but
this game was
the turning
point of our season.
Bryan Solar '08

Team member

University of Maine at Orono or
Saturday. Orono started off the scoring and took the eventual 9-6 win.

However, the game was tied at 6-6
until the last minute of the game,
when Orono scored off of a penalty to
take the three point lead. Rob Oh '07
had two penalty kicks, the second of
which tied the game from an impressive distance of 40 yards out.
According to Bryan Solar '08, John
Koury '09 had an outstanding performance, as he effectively shut down
Orono's star All-State player. Solar
said, "The team is really proud of their
performance. We played well against
a much bigger team. We came out flat
in our first two games, but this game
was the turning point of our season."
The men will play the University of
Maine at Farmington this weekend at
Farmington. Their next home game is
fall break against Bowdoin at 10 a.m.

Lots of Rambling

Men 's soccer de f e ats So uthern
Ma ine but f alls to Middlebury

Devastator of the Week

By DYLAN PfcKKY
STAFF WRITER

Colby men's soccer
got their second win of
the
season
last
By AJ HERRMANN
Wednesday at
the
University of Southern
Maine and their second
loss on Saturday against
After five weeks of columns I ' Middlebury College.
needed a week to recharge the cre- | Their record overall is
ative batteries, so here are a few ran- I now 2-2-2, and 1-2-1 in
dom thoughts on the wide world ot ' the New England Small
sports. Regular commentary will I College
Athletic
return next week.
Conference.
I know 1 wrote a playoff odds colAt USM Wednesday,
umn last week, but I'll make a few Colby controlled the
MOLL* MWMtEf'W COLBV ECHO
more exact predictions now that the I game, outshooting their
field is actually set (and all of these I opponent 's 15-6, and
will already be shot to hell by the pub- | also earning eight corlication date): Twins over A's in three, I ner kicks to their oppoYankees over Tigers in five , Mets over nent 's
zero.
The
McCabe has already tied Colby women's soccer all-time assist record, set
ROB wEvrr, THE COLBV ECHO
Dodgers in five, Padres over Cardinals j highlight of the game
by Meghan Fitzpatrick '94, in the beginning of her third season at Colby. She
Despite
putting
up
a
strong
the
men
s
soccer
team
was
unable
to
overcome
f
ight,
in four. Yankees over Twins in six, i was Jamie Waters' 08
earned her 18th career assist last Saturday to tie the record. McCabe assistMets over Padres in seven, Yankees goal at 22:59. Co- Middlebury College last weekend. They will p lay Wesleyan and Williams this weekend.
ed Laura Williamson *07 in what was the game winning goal last Saturday
against Middlebury College. She had two assists against the University of
over Mets in six. And if my reverse 1 Captain Dan Kieman
jinx works and the A's win the World '07 described the goal as, "one of the after the game. The most exciting part the fans breathless and eager for more
New England on Sept. 28 and three assists against the University of Maine
play.
Unfortunately,
Series the party is on me.
top three goals I have seen at my time of the game came in the final ten min- exciting
at Farmington on Sept. 13. McCabe is currently first in the NESCAC for
assists, with six, and first in assists per game, with an average of .86.
I here." The ball popped out after a cor- utes of the first half. After a controver- Middlebury slowly but steadily gained
ner kick right to Waters. From outside sial call in the Cotby box, Middlebury control of the game in the second half,
was awarded a scoring at 61:15. After Colby pushed
the 18-yard box he
I volleyed the ball onepenalty kick. The more players forward to attempt to tie
time, bending it to the
shooter
for the game, the Cougars netted another
I far comer in a most
Middlebury struck in the final minutes of play, making the
a well-aimed shot at final score 2-0.
spectacular display of
the bottom left corAfter the game Kahane told the
talent. It was his first
Echo, "The rest of the league will just
[ of the season. The
ner of the goal
"Wagner showed some real deterContinued From Page 10
Colby 's keeper and sec 2-0 Middlebury over Colby, but
mination and resolve for coming back
| goal was the only one
of the game; Colby
co-Captain
Josh that was not indicative of how the
out after a difficult first day to step it
won 1-0.
Coach
Kahane '07 guessed game was played." About this week- mance.
up and shoot bogey golf on Sunday,"
correctly, diving to end's games, Kieman stated, "We have
Mark Serdjenian said
"1 was very impressed with Wahl said
make an incredible the two toughest games of the season Connor 's composure and ability to
that "tough defense
Wahl said in general the Brunswick
when we needed it"
save to keep the coming up this weekend, where we adapt to a difficult course that he'd course can give you those types of
need to be able to score some goals never seen before to
Mules in the game
days.
I secured the shutout.
shoot the team's low
The Mules tried to
Kahane
made and capitalize on our opportunities."
"This course can
another sensational
This weekend . Homecoming I score," he said.
I carry the momentum
mess with your
save
in
the
second
Weekend,
the
Mules
will
face
Not
to
be
outdone
of this win into
,
he said. "But
head."
Josh Kahane '07
Parity in the NFL is getting 1 Saturday, and it was
first-time
Colby
I think we all kept it
Captain half on a well- Wesleyan University (first place in the
absolutely absurd: teams start the sea- I apparent in the first
struck shot by NESCAC) on Saturday and Williams
golfer but college
together pretty well
son looking terrible and then are res- | half of play against
Middlebury
for- College (second place in the senior Jake Peet was
out there "
urrected magically (Redskins), teams Middlebury. "We had by far our best ward Casey Ftorek, the NESCAC NESCAC) on Sunday. Both games just one stroke shy of
The
Panthers
look absolutely dominant for three half of play of the season and held one points and goals leader. Also before will be played on the soccer field , Tubndy 's score with
from Middlebury
weeks and then get crushed i of the league's best teams with the the end of the second half, Michael located next to the Bill Alfond turf an 88 on day one and
College won the
(Seahawks)-.it has got to the point league's better forwards for almost 75 Butler '07 narrowly missed a shot field , at 11:00 a.m.
a team best 85 on
championship but
where teams can completely turn minutes of the game," KJeman said from inside the 18 yard box, leaving
Sunday for a 173.
not without a fight
things around in a week. Screw parity
Wahl wasn 't surMatt Wahl '07 from the Bantams
from year to year or even month to
prised by Peel 's
Captain
from
Trinity
month, try game to game. There are no
strong
p lay
at
College.
upsets anymore (except for maybe a
Brunswick.
Both teams shot
Raiders or a 49ers win) and it really
"Peet again showed what we two day totals of 618, putting their
has gotten to the point where a team
already knew, that he has a reall y solid average rounds at an impressive mark
can win for Any Given Sunday.
Bates. Colby had previously defeated Kirby had 20 digs and six aces. Head
golf game," Wahl said.
of 77. M iddlebury won the tiebreaker
By ALEXA LINDAUER
Anyone getting excited for the
Bates 3-0 this season, and , although Coach
Candice
Parent
said,
Sam Rouleau ' 10, John Wagner '09 by comparing the scores of the number
SPORTS EDITOR
upcoming NHL season? It started on
this time Bates did manage to take one "Although we really did not p lay well
and Wahl also competed for the Mules. five golfers on each team when usualWednesday. If you didn 't know that
game from them, the Mules dominat- throug hout the match , we played
Rouleau finished third on the team ly only the top four score count
you 're probably with the 99.9% of
Colby volleyball had an impres- ed the Bobcats yet again with scores extremely well when it came to that I with a 188. He knocked off four
The Mules have two tournaments
other American sports fans that sive weekend after going undefeated of 30-25, 30-24, 27-30, and 30-19. fifth and deciding game; we were able
strokes on the second day from his left to piay, both of which are in
i previous outing to card an 89.
couldn 't care less. Though if you | at the Bates College Invitational. The Lawrence had an all-around impres- to crush them 15-3."
Waterville. They 'll compete against
have Canadian friends make sure you Mules defeated Worcester State, sive match with 31 assists, eight digs
In their final match of the weekend,
Wahl played consistent golf both the University of Maine Farmington
offer them some Advil: they're prob- Bates,
the
University
of and four aces. Kirby had five more Colby had a 3-1 win over the Southern : days finishing with a 191, and Wagner on Thursday, and for the Colby.
ably struggling pretty badly after the I Massachusetts at Dartmouth and the aces and 25 digs
Maine Huskies , with
had the most unpredictable round of Bates . Bowdoin championshi p on
24 hour Labatt and Molson binge University of Southern Maine en while Prentice
uneven game scores of
the weekend, shooting a 98 on day one Saturday where Jackie Page '07 looks
they went on in celebration the route to a 4-0 weekend. Colby is tied and Lawler added
30-9, 27-30, 30-7 and
followed by a much stronger round of to regain her CBB Women 's
NHL's return.
30-18. Lawler had 14 j 90 on day two.
for third place in the New England 11 and ten kills,
Championship title.
On a side note, in honor of the Small College Athletic Conference, r e s p e c t i v e l y .
kills and five blocks .
return of "Lost" this week I'd like to with a league record of 2-1 and an Hike had eight
Hike added nine kills ,
point out that Mr. Echo would make a overall record of 8-6.
kills and four
and Cassie Sancartier
hell of an enforcer for an NHL team
'08 finished with eight
Colby started off the weekend with b l o c k s ,
looking for someone to protect their a solid 3-0 win against Worcester Minichino conkills.
Lawrence
stars. And a number of NFL teams State last Friday, with game scores of tributed five aces
chipped in with 23
with o-Iine problems should probably 30-18, 30-20 and 30-20. Senior and
assists and 11 digs ,
Larissa
consider sending a search party out for Captain Kendall Kirby had an incred- Levine '10 had
Kirby had 10 digs and
Candice Parent Levine had four blocks
Hurley before he gets a handle on his ible match, setting a new record for four blocks.
Head Coach
weight problem.
for Colby.
service aces with 14 in three games.
Colby
met
effort earned him NESCAC Defensive
Continued From Page 10
1 felt bad for Terrell Owens until I The previous record had been 11 , and their
Kirby was named as
toughest
Player of the Week honors , the second
listened to his rap song, entitled "I'm Kirby nearly tied that in the first competition of
the invitational' s Most
week in a row the award has gone to a
Back." A sample lyric: "for all the game, in which she had ten aces. the weekend in UMass-Dartmouth , Outstanding Player, while Lawrence
who completed thirteen of twenty-six Panther.
haters out there / who said I wouldn 't Kirby also had 19 digs, while sopho- coming from behind for the eventual joined her on the all-toumament team.
passes for one hundred thirty-two
Up next for the Mules are the
get my money / I laugh in your face / more Carlie Minichino had six aces. 3-2 victory. Colby won the first game Two out of the seven players on that
yards, and receiver Brennan Moore Wesleyan University Cardinals , this
haha that's funny." It may be the sin- Jenny Lawrence '09 had 29 assists in 30-26 before falling in games two and team were Colby students. Parent
'07, who caught five
Saturday
at
gle worst piece of music ever record- the match while Meredith Lawler '09 three 29-31 and 28-30. However, the said, "I think Kendall's play has just
passes for fifty-three
Seaverns Field , at
ed. On a relative scale, Tenet Owens had 11 kills, and Captain Julie Hike Mules pulled through in game four been incredible. Defensively, she is
yards. The defense
1:00 p.m. Wesleyan
is to Shaq (the previous standard bear- '07 and Jessie Prentice '08 both had and won 30-25 before smashing unstoppable and now she is trying out
was led by defensive
enters the game l-l .
er for worst rapping attempt by an ath- nine kills.
UMass 15-3 in the fifth and final this new adjustment to her float serve
end Sam Handler
having
beaten
lete) what Shaq is to Talib Kweli. It
The Mules carried the momentum game. Lawrence had 32 assists and by serving extremely far back and
'09, who had eight
Hamilton College
really is that bad.
l from their first match into their late eight aces while Lawler finished with obviously it is working. She has really
tackles, including
and
lost
to
How long before ESPN decides to | night game against rival and host 14 kills , five blocks and four aces. stepped up her game this season!"
three for a loss of
Middlebury
So
start filming Beirut tournaments?
Despite their 4-0 record on the
yards and a sack.
what can we expect
They already made a big deal out of
weekend, Parent is confident the team
Linebackers Jackson
from the Mules in
another "sport" where the champions
can perform better. "I am not sure that
Parker '07 and John
their next game?
are all guys who spend way too much
we played well during the weekend
Murph y '09 each
According
to
time drinking (darts) so Beirut seems
but we arc battling injuries , which
chipped in six tackMestieri . "Effort
like the logical next step. Throw in
means new line-ups , so we are trying
les. The Middlebury
has been there on
Baseketball style trash talking and you
to work through things. I think this
attack was led by
both sides of the
would definitely have some comPeterson '08 anchored a strong team is going to pull together and realrunning back Stefan
ball both weeks
Continued From Page 10
pelling television. Especially if the
defense with excellent play at two- ly surprise some of the top teams."
Hrdina, who earned
There won ' t be any
games were announced by Tommy
meter defense and Kit Clark '08 made
Colby took on Bowdoin College
the ball twenty-seven
major changes in
Smyth (Irish soccer commentator \ and the use of graduate students. We exceptional saves in goal."
after press time in a league match. The
times for ninety-four
we 're
personnel.
extraordinaire for the uninitiated).
hung with them until the fourth quarter
While the team does not have any Mules faced the Polar Bears earlier
yards and two touchp laying the ri ght
Ed
Mestieri
That's all I've got until next time, when Jabez Dewey '07 and Sam home games this season, they will be this season with the result of a 3-1
downs. Also key to
guys, we just need
Head Coach
everyone have a great Homecoming Wampler '09 were both ejected from competing this weekend at nearby loss, but with several weeks of pracMiddlebury 's sucto be more efficient
Weekend and enjoy the MLB playoffs. the game for collecting their third Bowdoin College where they will be tice under their belts they are hoping
cess
was
It 's time to move on
kick-outs each. This eliminated from playing Middlebury, the University of for a win this time around. Colby will
KiCKer/punier sieve
to the next week
the game two of our star players, and Vermont and Bates College and will again be at Bates this weekend for
Hauschka , who punted the ball eight That 's our approach, win or lose Each
we were not able to recover."
also have a second crack at Boston another tournament.
times for an average of forty-three week is an entirely new entity That's
Dewey led Colby in scoring for the College. Colby students are encouryards, four of them inside the Colby the way it has to be."
weekend, with ten goals in their three aged to make the trek down to
twenty yard line and had all five kickgames. Adams also said, "Andrew Brunswick to cheer on the Mules.
offs land inside the five yard line. This

THE RAMBLIN' MAN

Katie McCabe '08

After five weeks
of columns I
needed a week
to recharge the
creative batteries, so here are a
few random
thoughts on the
wide world of
sports.

The rest of the
league will just
see 2-0
Middlebury
over Colby, but
that was not
indicative of
how the game
was played.

GOLF: To host the CBB championship Saturday

This course can
mess with your
head. But I think
we all kept it
together pretty
well out there.

! Volleyball undefeate d at Bates Invite

I think this team
is going to pull
together now
and really surprise some of
the top teams.

WATER POLO: Finishes 2-2 after weekend at
Dartmouth, will play at Bowdoin this weekend

Go Mules!

FOOTBALL: Middlebury shuts out Mules , 23-0;
Colby to take on Wesleyan this Saturday

It's time to
move on to the
next week.
That 's our
approach, win
or lose. Each
week is an
entirely new
entity. That 's
the way it has
to be.

this week
in sports

Women 's soccer f orces Middlebury Water polo def eats
Bates, f alls to Dartmouth
out of f irst p lace af ter 2-1 upset
By ALEXA UNDAUER

By ALEXA LINDAUER

SPORTS EDITOR

SPORTS EDITOR

Colby women 's soccer
forced
Middlebury
College out of first place
and into third place in the
Small
New
England
College
Athletic
Conference last Saturday
as they took a 2-1 victory
over the Panthers. The
Mules ' win marked the
first loss for Middlebury,
who had been 4-0 going
into the competition.
Colby, fourth in the
NESCAC, remains undefeated, with a record of 20-2 in the league.
Senior Liz Morbeck
started the scoring off a
pass from Meg Cordner
*07 with 18 minutes left in
MOLLV WJWREN/THE COLBY ECHO
the first hall. The Panthers
rallied and ten minutes The women s' soccer team upset top-ranked Middlebury last weekend for a 2-1 win.
with
games
against
Wesleyan. currentThe
Mules
have
a
double
header
this
weekend,
later responded with a goal
of their own. However, just ly f i f t h in the NESCAC. and Williams, currently f irst in the NESCAC.
five minutes later senior
Captain Laura Williamson and junior Every NESCAC game is a huge game games at home on Saturday and
Katie McCabe finished a play that for us, so it was a key win for us in our Sunday. However, for now the Mules
are concentrating on their first game.
would put them both in Colby's record league."
books. McCabe crossed the ball in
Captain Liza Benson '07 had anoth- Cox said, "We're definitely excited
about our doubleheader next weekfront of the net and Williamson was er strong showing in goal, with II
saves. She has only end, but are really just trying to take it
able to find it and
allowed three goals past a game at a time right now and are
head it in for the
her in the seven games focusing on our next game against St.
eventual gamewinning
goal.
so far this season. Joseph's this Wednesday for the time
The assist marked
Benson has the best being."
goals against average
Last season 's Wesleyan game
McCabe 's career
and save percentage, at resulted in a 2-2 overtime tie. The
18, tying her for
first place in
.42 and -944, respec- Cardinals are fifth so far this season,
Colby
history
tivel y. Williamson cur- with wins against Trinity College and
leads
the Connecticut College, and losses to
with
Meghan
rently
Fitzpatrick '94,
NESCAC in points, Williams and Middlebury. While no
with 14 in the season, NESCAC competition is an easy one,
h i 1 e
Libba Cox '07 and goals, with seven. Wesleyan is definitely a team Colby
Wi 11 i a m s o n 's
Captain McCabe
goal gives her 95
leads
in can and should beat. Sunday's compecareer
points,
assists, with six, while tition will be more difficult against
with 41 goals and
Cordner is close behind Williams, which is currently first in the
I J assists, to ue
in intra place , witn iNjfcsc/v- witn wins against wesieyan,
Christine O'Donnell *03 in the Colby three. Cox is in sixth place in the same Connecticut, Bowdoin College and
records book.
category with two assists in seven Trinity. However, after defeating
The Panthers out shot Colby 24-17, games.
Middlebury last weekend Colby
but neither team was able to capitalize
Colby will take on St. Joseph's proved that there is not a team in the
on any scoring opportunities in the College after press time. Last year 's conference that they cannot take on
second half of the game, and Colby St. Joseph's game resulted in a 1-0 atld quite possibly defeat, and a large
came away with a 2-1 win. Senior Colby victory. The Mules will have a turnout of fans over the Homecoming
Captain Libba Cox said, "Saturday 's big Homecoming Weekend, when Weekend will definitely help the
game was a great team effort and a win they will take on Wesleyan University Mules on their way to victories.
that we're all pretty pumped about. and Williams College in back-to-back

Saturday's game
was a great
team effort and
a win that we're
all pretty
pumped about.

Football drops to 0-2 in NESCAC
By TODD
HERRMANN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby football
team 's early season
struggles continued on
Saturday, as they were
shutout 23-0 at home
by the Middlebury
College Panthers. The
loss dropped
the
Mules to 0-2 on the
season.
while
Middlebury is now an
undefeated 2-0. Colby
is right now tied for
last in the conference.
The Mules already
have more losses than
the team had all last
year, when they finMOUjr WAMOVTHE COLBY ECHO
ished 7-1 and in sec- Middlebury effectively shut down Colby football this weekend, scoring 23 points to the
ond place in the New Mules 'zero. Colby will take on Wesleyan this weekend and hopes f o r their first win.
England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference. But the performance on Offensively, we were very inconsistent cessful. Right now, we aren't playing
Saturday did not look like the defend- and ineffective. We need to be able to well across the board." On the bright
ing NESCAC runner-ups. According run the ball to throw the ball , but we side, the Mules still are technically tied
to Head Coach Ed Mestieri , "We weren 't able to run."
for first place for the coveted CBB
played defensively very well. They
Of course, the loss can also be par- title , which the football team took
had scoring drives of thirty-one , thirty- tiall y attributed to the stiff competition home last year.
six and twenty-five yards for touch- the Mules have to face in the
The Mules limited offensive attack
downs, and nine yards for a field goal . NESCAC this year. "Middlebury is a was led by running back Chris Bashaw
Field position was certainly a factor. very solid football team. You have to '08, with thirteen rushes for twenty-six
We held them under 200 yards, but give them credit. This is a very bal- yards, quarterback Justin Smith '07,
failed to get the complementary play anced league, you have to come out
on offense or special teams. every week and play well to be sucContinued on Page 9

Last weekend marked the start of a
brief but competitive season for the
Colby water polo team. About 15
members of the 20 participant team
headed to Dartmouth College to compete against other teams in the North
Atlantic division of the Collegiate
Water Polo Association.
The Mules had mixed
results on the weekend,
finishing
with
a
respectable 2-2 record.
Senior Ryan Adams
commented , "Overall ,
we learned a lot from
our play in this tournament. We became better
with each game we
played. Goals scored
against us were a direct
result of simple misI takes that we can't make
if we want to succeed at
j the next tournament."
Colby started off on
the competition on
Saturday taking on Boston College,
who slipped past the Mules for an 8-5
win. Last season Colby was able to
defeat Boston, 9-5. Despite a 2-2 tie at
halftimc , Boston was able to come out
strong in the second half, putting in six
shots for the win. Adams said, "We
looked to get out and win this game,
but found that BC had dramatically
improved since last year. We gave a
valiant effort, but shot ourselves in the
feet many times when trying to build a
comeback."
Colby fared better in their next
game when they took on rival
Bowdoin College. Bowdoin was a
i team they had also defeated last sea-

son, 4-6, and the Mules continued the
trend this year with a 7-3 win. Adams
commented, "We jumped out to a
quick 4-0 lead after the first quarter
which allowed us to play most of our
bench during the rest of the game."
In their final game on Saturday,
Colby was awarded an automatic win
over Northeastern University, who
failed to show up for the game.
Alter a grueling
day
on
Saturday,
the
Mules had to face
one of their
greatest opponents on Sunday,
Dartmouth. "This
was our target
game. We have
had a bit of a
rivalry
with
Dartmouth over
the past few
years, and we
Ryan Adams '07 definitely gave
Water polo
them a run for
their
money,"
Adams said.
Last season, Dartmouth finished
second in the division , while Colby
was close behind in third place. In regular season play in 2005, Colby was
defeated 8-4 by Dartmouth, and in the
championships, Dartmouth again
defeated Colby, this time 10-3.
Unfortunately, the Mules were unable
again to take a win over the water polo
powerhouse, and the game ended with
a 10-5 result. Adams said the game
was closer than the score indicates.
"The Dartmouth team, most of whom
swim at the varsity level, has many
advantages over us including a coach

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6
" Men 's Tennis
vs. Southern Maine
3:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7
• Men 's Soccer
vs. Wesleyan
11 a.m.
• Field Hockey
vs. Wesleyan
11 a.m.
• Football
vs. Wesleyan
1 p.m.
• Women's Rugby
vs. Maine-Orono
I p.m.
• Women's Soccer
vs. Wesleyan
1:30 p.m.

We have had a
bit of a rivalry
with Dartmouth
over the past
few years, and
we definitely
gave them a run
for their money.

I
,
'

Continued on Page 9

Women 's rugby has rough
weekend against UNH
By WALTER CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

The women 's rugby team struggled
against a tough , well-conditioned
, University of New Hampshire offense
this weekend.
Although the weather was excellent , Friday 's rain made the field soft
and muddy on Saturday. Early in the
game , Captain Jamie Fierce '08
kicked for three points. Colby kept the
three-point lead for most of the first
half, but at the end of the first half .
New Hampshire scored a try, making
the score 5-3.
For the rest of the game, Colby tried
to cover New Hampshire's back line,

which Captain Alex Harris '07 said
"always seemed to have us outnumbered 3-1 in any given situation."
Harris said, "Our team had to compensate by sending our loose forwards out
into the back line instead of playing in
rucks and mauls." Fierce said, "This
was difficult because we had to put
some people in positions they weren 't
used to playing." They were soon covering the back line much more effectively, in spite of the loss of a key
player, Kaila Saxe '08, due to a head
injury. But New Hampshire was still
able to run in two more tries, beating
Colby 19-3.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8
• Men 's Soccer
vs. Williams
II a.m.
• Field Hockey
vs. Williams
11 a.m.
• .IV Football
vs. Bates
1 p.m.
• Women's Soccer
vs. Williams
1:30 p.m.

Golf takes
on NESCAC
By JOHN WALLER
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's golf team com
peted at the New England Smal
College
Athletic
Conferenci
Championships this past weekend ii
Brunswick, vying for an automatic bit
to the National Championships in th>
spring.
The Mules shot a 361 on the firs
day of competition for an average of;
90 per round on the par 72, and thi

I was very
impressed with
Connor's composure and ability to adapt to a
difficult course
that he'd never
seen before.
Matt Wahl '07

Continued on Page 8

Captain
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Both the men s' and women s' teams have games this weekend, with the
women p laying at home and the men traveling to Farmington.

average decreased to 88 on Sunday a:
Colby brought down their total scon
to 351 for a two-day total of 712
which put them just behind state-riva
Bates College.
Senior co-Captain Matt Wahl sai<
that a trip to Nationals in the sprinj
would' ve been amazing, but that i
just wasn't meant to be for this year ';
team.
Connor Tubridy '08 carded the lov
score for Colby shooting a 172 ove
the two days. He shot an impressivi
85 on the first day and then came bad
with a solid 87 on Sunday. Wahl sail
he pleased with Tubrid y 's perfor
Continued on Page 9

INSIDE SPORTS

Men s soccer loses to Middlebury

__

The men will take on Wesleyan and Williams
this weekend.
PAGE 9

Panthers slip past field hockey

Colby nearly defeated the seventh-ranked
Middlebury Panthers last Saturday.
PAGE 8
PAGE 9
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